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ABSTRACT 

This thesis aims to document and investigate the morph-phonological and syntactic patterns 

of Applicative Constructions in Runyankore-Rukiga.  The thesis consists of two parts. A 

research corpus composed of conversations and dialogues, hymns, excerpts from local 

newspaper, literary and linguist text, Interlinear Glosses examples excerpted from the 

linguistic literature and a collection of sentences based on introspection.  This research corpus 

is accessible under the link: http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/User:Misah_Natumanya 

My thesis explores the morph-phonological processes that determine the realization of the 

applicative morpheme such as vowel harmony, palatalisation, epenthesis, deletion, metathesis, 

voicing and devoicing. These processes are explained, described and exemplified.  In the 

syntactic section of my thesis, I classify applicative constructions according to the thematic 

role realized by the applied object. I discuss benefactive, instrumental, locative, 

circumstantial, possessive and temporal applicative constructions. For each of these 

constructions, we assess the primary object properties of the applied object, such as variation 

in object order, object marking and passivization. 

The thesis discusses also methodological questions related to field work, structuring of field 

work data and the creation of a research corpus. 

 

http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/User:Misah_Natumanya
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CHAPTER ONE 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1 Runyankore-Rukiga 

Runyankore-Rukiga, later to be called RR, is a Bantu language of the interlacustrine group 

(Guthrie E.13) spoken by the Banyankore and Bakiga who mainly live in the South-West  and 

in same areas of Central Uganda. Map 1 below, shows the RR speaking districts in Uganda. 

Map 1 RR speaking districts of  Uganda. 
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Map 1 also indicates the Western Province, formerly comprised of the great Ankole and 

Kigezi regions, located in the East of Lake Edward and South-West of Lake Victoria, as an 

area where RR is spoken. 

As can be seen from the map, currently, the RR speaking region is comprised of the districts: 

Rubirizi, Buhweju, Isingiro, Mitooma, Sheema, Mbarara, Ntungamo, Kabale, Ibanda, 

Kiruhuura, Rukungiri, Bushenyi
1
 and Kanungu. Other districts in Uganda where RR is spoken 

by a majority of people include most parts of the Kisoro, Lyantonde, Sembabule, Mubende, 

Kamwengye and Rakai districts.  

RR is composed of two languages; Runyankore and Rukiga. Ethnologue
2
 estimates that the 

total population of RR speakers is 3.9 million (Nyankore with 2.33 million and Chiga with 1.5 

million). These figures are based on the National Population Census of 2002 conducted by 

Uganda Bureau of Statistics
3
. 

According to the Ethnologue, both Runyankore (Nyankore) and Rukiga (Chiga) belong to the 

Nyoro-Ganda group of Southern Bantu, which is part of the Niger-Congo language family, 

classified as J(10)12
4
. The classification is summarized in a language family index taken from 

Ethnologue and reproduced in Figure (1) below. 

                                                           
1
Bushenyi District as mentioned and shown in National Population Census of 2002, was further divided into  the new 

districts of Rubirizi, Mitooma, Shema, Buhweju and Bushenyi.  

2
http://www.ethnologue.com/ 

3
http://www.ubos.org/  

4
The  classification (10) 12 is based on a geographic zone classification first proposed by Malcolm Guthrie (1967–1971). 

 

http://www.ethnologue.com/
http://www.ubos.org/
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Figure 1 Language family index for RR  

 

 

RR falls under ‘Nyoro-Ganda’ because originally Runyankore-Rukiga and Runyoro-Rutooro 

were all called Runyoro as Rubongoya (1999: XIII) asserts,  

“The language spoken by the people of Bunyoro, Tooro, Ankole and Kigezi is generally 

known as ‘Runyoro’.” 

Historically, these people were under Bunyoro rule but as each of them asserted their 

independence, they preferred to name their languages after their tribes. Thus Runyankore, 

Rukiga, Rutooro and Runyoro were born as independent languages.  

NIGER-CONGO 

J 

CENTRAL 

NARROWBANTU   

SOUTHERN 

 

BANTOID 

 

BENUE-CONGO 

 

VOLTA-CONGO 

 

 

ATLANTIC-CONGO 

NYORO-GANDA J (10)12 
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With the coming of Christianity and education, there was an urgent need to have common 

orthographies for the most related languages. The literature and orthography committees 

which were later established, considered lexical similarities and mutual intelligibility as 

indicators to pair the four languages into two major languages: Runyoro-Rutooro and 

Runyankore-Rukiga. 

Beermann and Asiimwe (2012 to appear), found two accounts discussing the lexical 

similarities between these four language, namely Ladefoged, Glick, Cripper (1971) and 

Ethnologue. This is summarized in Table 1 below. 

Table 1 Lexical similarity between the languages united as Runyankore-Rukiga 

 Runyankore – 

Rukiga  

Runyankore-

Runyoro 

Rukiga-Rutooro Rutooro-

Runyoro 

Rukiga- Runyoro  

Ladefoged et.al 94,00% 87,00% 85,00% 93,00% no information 

Ethnologue 84-94%, 68,00% no information 78-93% 77%. 

 

Given the high similarity between these languages, it is not surprising that at one time, only 

one Bible translation existed for all the four languages, and that also the main grammars of 

RR, Taylor (1985) and Morris and Kirwan (1972) treated these languages as dialects of one 

language. 

RR is related to Haya, Nyambo, Zinza and Kerewe; all found in North Western Tanzania. 

These languages like any other Bantu language, have a rich verb morphology with verbs that 

carry derivational affixes (verb extension
5
 affixes). Among these affixes is the applicative or 

applied affix. The applicative affix is an interesting morpheme, and since it affects the 

morpho-syntax and semantic structure of the sentence that it occurs in, it has attracted much 

linguistic research. Also this thesis has as its focus, the applicative morpheme.  But before we 

turn to the focus of this thesis, we will give a brief overview of Bantu verb extensions, and 

applicative constructions in subsections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 of this introduction. 

                                                           
5
Note that in this thesis, verbal derivations and extensions are used to mean the same thing and the two terms are used 

interchangeably  to refer to all pre-verbal and post verbal root derivational elements or affixes. 
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1.1 A brief review of Bantu Applicative Constructions and Verb extensions. 

1.1.1 Verb extensions 

RR verbs may carry a wide range of derivational affixes, often referred to as verb extensions 

in Bantu linguistics. Mchombo (2004:110) cites Guthrie’s classification (1962) of these verb 

extensions which, according to Guthrie fall into three types: 

1. Valency increasing affixes which expand the verb’s valency by one argument. 

Causative and applicative affixes are valency increasing. 

2. Valency decreasing affixes; which reduce the expressible arguments by one. Stative, 

passive and reciprocal affixes are valency decreasing.  

3. Neutral affixes; which affect the meaning of the predicate but do not affect the number 

of arguments. These include; reversive, reflexive and some other affixes depending on 

the language and the classification system. 

Lodhi (2002:4-26) lists verb extensions basing himself on the works of Doke
 
(1943) and 

Ashton (1944).  Following his work and that of Rubongoya on Runyoro-Rutooro (1999), RR 

verb extensions in this study, are tabulated and exemplified in Table 2.  
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Table 2 RR Verb extensions exemplified 

Verb 

extension 

Verb 

stem 

Gloss Extended 

verb stem 

Extension 

Marker 

Gloss 

Causative -teera  ‘ hit’ -teeresa    -es ‘cause to hit’ 

Applicative -teera ,, -teerera,   -er- ‘hit for’ 

Reciprocal -teera ,, -teerana    -an- ‘hit each other’ 

Passive  -teera ,, -teerwa     -w- ‘being hit’ 

Intensive  -teera ,, -teeragura -gur- ‘hit with intensity’ 

Repetitive -teera ,, -teeraguza -guz- ‘hit several times’ 

Reflexive  -teera ,, -eteera  -e- ‘hit self’ 

Reduplicative -teera ,, -teera teera  Vs Vs ‘hit repetitively and intensively’ 

Stative  -igura open -iguka r→k (uk) 'be open' 

Reversive  -

kinga 

close -kinguura  -uur- ‘reverse action’open 

 

Linguists have named verb extensions differently. For instance Ashton (1944), Morris & 

Kirwan (1971), Chesswas (1952), use the terms prepositional for applicative or applied, 

associative for reciprocal, reversive for conversive, and stative for neutral. For this thesis I 

will use terms 'applicative construction', ‘applied verb', or ‘applicativised verb’. 

1.1.2 Applicative constructions in Bantu 

As already said, applicative constructions across Bantu languages license an additional 

argument called the applied object. Using Chichewa (Mchombo 2004:78), I illustrate this fact 

in (1) and (2) below:  

 (1 ) Kalulú akuphíká maûngu 

“The hare is cooking pumkins” 

Kalulú  akuphíká  maûngu  

ka  lulú  a  ku  phíká  á  ma  ûngu  

CL1  hare  SM  PRES  cook  FV  CL6  pumpkin  

N  V  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
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(2) Kalulú akuphíkíla Mkángó maûngu 

“The hare is cooking (for) the lion some pumpkins” 

Kalulú  akuphíkíla  Mkángó  maûngu  

ka  lulú  a  ku  phík  íl  a  m  kángó  ma  ûngu  

CL1  hare  1SM  PRES  cook  APPL  FV  CL3  lion  CL6  pumpkin  

V  V  N  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

Phík- ‘cook’ is a transitive verb. Its argument structure
6
 is abbreviated as: phík- <AGENT, 

PATIENT>.  In (2), after applicativisation, which introduces the  suffix  /– íl -/, the verb stem 

becomes ‘-phíkíl’ ‘buy for’ which now lincenses the additional BENECIARY argument, 

mkango‘ lion’, which is the applied object. Its position is adjacent to the verb. ‘Mkango’, 

becomes an applied object and exhibits primary object properties
7
 according to Hyman & 

Duranti (1982:218)’s work on object relations in Bantu. Yet, not all applicative constructions 

work alike, as we will see for RR. In addition, Bantu languages differ. This also holds for  

allomorphic variations which are dependent on language specific morpho-phonological 

processes. 

1.1.3 The applicative morpheme  

Ngonyani (1994), working with Kindendeule
8
, shows how the applicative is constructed by 

suffixing –il- to the verb. He explains that the applicative suffix is realized differently 

depending on vowel harmony. According to Ngonyani, /-il/ may become [el], [ɛl] or remain 

[il] itself. His findings are summarized in Table 3 below. 

                                                           
6
According to Bresnan (2001:304): “Argument structure encodes lexical information about the number of arguments, their 

syntactic type, and their hierarchical organization necessary for the mapping to syntactic structure”.  The presentation of the 

argument structure used in this thesis, is an abbreviated form that only shows the syntactic form (mapping) of arguments in a 

sentence.  

7
Primary object properties are a restricted set of patterns of syntactic behavior of the applied object such as: location or 

adjacent to the verb (object ordering), object agreement (object marking), and passivisation among others (Ngonyani.D, 

1995:8). 

8
Kindendeule is a Bantu language spoken in Southern Tanzania. Though not classified by Guthrie (1967-72), it is known to 

be a close relative of  Kingindo  classified as P14  (Ngonyani 1994) 
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Table 3 Effect of vowel harmony on the Kindendeule applicative affix 

Last syllable of the stem Realisation of the applicative affix 

/ɛ, ᴐ / -ɛl- 

/e, o / - el- 

/u, a / -il- 

 

As for RR, vowel harmony is also a crucial factor that determines the form of the applicative 

morpheme. This will be discussed and illustrated in details in section 3.3 of this thesis. 

According to Mchombo (2004), Bantu languages generally mark the applicative with suffixes 

of the form /–il-/, /-el-/. These two forms occur in  Chichewa whereas Gitonga (classified by 

Guthrie as S62) only realizes  /–el-/. Possible applicative allomorphs in Kiswahili are [ i ] and 

[ e ] as well as [ li ] and [ le ] (Ven, 1999:5) and (Lodhi, 2002:6). (3), (4) and (5) below, 

illustrates Kiswahili applicative allomorphs: 

(3) Mpishi alipikia jikoni 

“The cook was cooking in the kitchen (habitually)” 

Mpishi  alipikia  jikoni  

m  pishi  a  li  pik  i  a  jiko  ni  

CL1  cook  3SG  PAST  cook  APPL  IND  kitchen  LOC  

N  V  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

(4) Juma alimletea Fatuma Kahawa 

“Juma brought coffee to Fatuma.” 

Juma  alimletea  Fatuma  kahawa  

Juma  a  li  m  let  e  a  fatuma    kahawa  

  3SG.SM  PAST  OM  bring  APPL  IND    CL9  coffee  

Np  V  Np  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
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(5) Maryamu amewanunulia watoto kitabu 

“Maryamu has bought the children a book” 

Maryamu  amewanunulia  watoto  

Maryamu  a  me  wa  nunu  li  a  wa  toto  

  CL1.SM  PFV  CL2.OBJ  buy  APPL  FV  CL2  child.SBJ  

Np  V  N  

 
kitabu  

ki  tabu  

CL7  book.OBJ  

N  
Generated in TypeCraft.  

 

[i] in (3) [e] in (4) and [li] in (5) are realisations of the applicative suffix marking the locative, 

goal and benefactive/recipient applicative constructions in the above Kishwahili phrases. Due 

to allomorphy, it sometimes become difficult to identify the applicative morpheme, let me 

quote Kimenyi (1980) who worked on Kinyarwanda applicatives: 

“ The applicative suffix -ir- which is also realized as -er- after midvowels , e and o because of 

vowel harmony or just as -i- or -e- because of the dropping of r in front of the perfective 

aspect morpheme -ye, has different functions such as possessive, locative, temporal, dative, 

benefactive, cause/goal and subjective.” 

Also in RR, as we shall see in chapter 3, allomorphic variation leads to a variety of applicative 

forms most of which are similar to those mentioned above. Given the variation, it is not easy 

to identify the underlying form of the applicative morpheme and different Bantuists have 

considered different forms. 

Kimenyi(1980), gives the impression that suggests that the underlying form is /ir/ while 

Mchombo (2004) seems to suggest that both /il/ and /el/ are underlying forms, a suggestion 

seconded by Ngonyani(1995).  In this thesis, I opt for /ir/ as the underlying form of the RR 

applicative morpheme. The basis for this consideration comes after examining the 

allomorphic variations found in my own data which is accessible to the reader on TypeCraft 

(www.typecraft.org).  

Table 4 below, which is an adaptation from Morris & Kirwan (1957: 112-116) gives a first 

indication of the allomorphic variation found in RR. 
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Table 4 RR applicative forms by Morris & Kirwan (1957) 

Verb stem Gloss Applicative Gloss APPL morpheme 

-kora work -korera work for er 

-gamba say -gambira say to ir 

-taasya bring in -taahiza bring in for iz 

-ozya wash -ogyeza wash for es 

 

Let me stress again that although most of the realisations identified by Morris & Kirwan 

(1957) can also be found in other Bantu languages like Chichewa (Kroeger, 2004:72-73; 

Mchombo, 2004), Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi, 1980), Chingoni ( Ngonyani & Githinju, 2006:32), 

to just name some; each language may feature different forms, and one will not know which 

ones they are unless one studies these languages in detail.  

1.1.4 Classification of applicative constructions. 

In Bantu languages, applicative classes are determined by the syntactic behavior of the 

applied object and mostly named after the applied object. Important to note is that the 

applicative extension indicates that the action is applied on behalf of, toward or with regard to 

some object (Lodhi, 2002:6). Crucial is the semantic role that is realized by the object. Hyman 

& Duranti (1982:224), as an example, talk about the semantic role hierarchy and how it 

influences object order in most Bantu languages. Below, I reproduce their semantic hierarchy 

in Figure 2:  

Figure 2 Thematic hierarchy following Hyman & Duranti (1982) 

Benefactive >
9
 Recipient > Patient/Theme > Instrument > Locative. 

Figure 2 predicts that the object bearing the benefactive role is more adjacent to the verb stem 

than other objects (Hyman & Durant,1982). Taylor (1985:96) comes to a similar conclusion, 

although he does not order the different semantic types into a hierarchy of semantic roles.  

Lodhi (2002:12), comparing Kishwahili and Nyamwezi verb extensions, identifies some of 

the  meanings introduced by the applicative: 

                                                           
9
According to Hyman & Duranti (1982), the sign >, means not only that the benefactive is higher on the hierarchical order 

but also that  the benefactive is more likely to undergo or trigger  grammatical processes than the recipient, and so on. 
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 “ a) to do to, for, or on behalf of, or to the benefit or detriment of someone or something, b) 

motion towards; c) purpose; d) finality or completeness; e) “why?” with the interrogative 

nini? Or the enclitic –ni; and f) “of oneself, by oneself” with a reflexive –ji-” 

Applicative meanings identified by Lodhi (2002) are also named for RR by Taylor (1985).  

Table 5 is a list of his findings. Note that Taylor does not indicate which meanings are more 

likely to be expressed as an applicative. 

Table 5 Semantic functions of applicatives (Taylor 1985) 

 Semantic Function Applied Verb stem Gloss 

Benefactive   -reetera  bring for 

Function - kukoresa…..  use for 

Purpose  -korera  work for 

Source -tandikira  aha/omu/owa - started at/from/- 

Cause  -tiinira   fear for 

Instrumental -gyendesa  --- go with/ buy 

Manner -gambira n’ekiniga speak with anger 

Reference - gambira aha…. tell on/about….. 

Value  -gurira ahari--- buy at 

Inclusion 

 

- bariramu  count in/include in 

 

As a tendency, linguistic work on applicative constructions like Chichewa (Mchombo, 2004, 

Nurse, 2004, Lam, 2007), Kindedeula and Kiswahili (Ngonyani,1995), seem to focus only on 

a few applicative constructions. Their center of interest are mostly the  Benefactives, 

Instrumentals and Locatives.  

 In describing RR applicative construction classes (types), I will adopt some of Taylor’s terms 

but I will also use a more general terminology, used by the Bantuists mentioned above. 

1.2 Research Objectives 

The major objective of this thesis is to investigate and document applicative constructions in 

RR. The specific objectives include: 
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1. To document RR applicative constructions through annotated data.   

2. To identify, describe and analyze the forms of the RR applicative morpheme  

3. To identify the morpho-phonological rules that determine the realisation of the forms 

of the applicative morpheme in RR. 

4. To describe the different classes of RR applicative constructions. 

1.3 The Scope of the Study  

This thesis investigates and describes applicative constructions in RR basing on the annotated 

data derived from my own field work. My corpus consists of recordings and texts from 

different genres.  In addition to RR data, I have compiled over 200 annotated phrases from the 

following Bantu languages: Kinyarwanda, Chichewa, Kiswahili and Kindendeule. To some 

extent, I have also made use of the already existing TypeCraft corpus of RR. The aquisition 

and processing of this data represents a substantial part of this thesis. 

In the thesis text, I have focused on identifying different forms as well as describing and 

illustrating the morpho-phonological processes that determine the realisation of the RR 

applicative morpheme, and the classification of applicatives, relying on the semantic 

characterization of the applied objects and their syntactic behavior.  

1.4 Purpose and Significance of the Study 

The overall purpose of this study is to document applicative constructions in RR.  To the best 

of my knowledge, this thesis is based on the first ever RR research corpus dedicated to the 

linguistic description and study of the language. I consider it as a special bonus that this 

corpus is freely available online. It is my hope that the methods and tools of digital linguistics 

will make research data easier accessible than the case it was in 1970s and 1980s when 

Taylor's grammar was written.  

The thesis contains in-depth annotated examples; additional data is available on Typecraft. 

Scholars, native and non-native language learners, and language enthusiasts, will hopefully 

find the additional databased material helpful for their own studies of my language. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

METHODOLOGY 

2 Introduction 

This chapter addresses methodological issues.  I discuss the choice of my topic, describe my 

field work, that is, the tools and methods that I used in collecting and analyzing my data. The 

writing process is discussed as well, and challenges that I met are identified.  

2.1 Topic choice 

A thesis topic is not simply decided upon, but it slowly develops.  It all started back in 2003, 

in Uganda, when we were studying lexicography. Dr Oriikiriza introduced us to verb 

derivatives, and we learned that they can extend the meanings of the verb. Later, during the 

work on the first ever RR monolingual dictionary (Kashoboorozi Ya Runyankore-Rukiga) in 

which I was involved as a research assistant and as a copy editor, I was immersed in realizing 

the different verb derivatives in RR. I tried to understand verb extensions, however, I 

remained challenged by the order of different verb arguments especially during the 

exemplification of dictionary entries and their senses. In the process, I found prepositional and 

causative verb derivatives to be the most interesting ones. 

In 2009, when I came to study linguistics at NTNU, my professor also talked about verb 

extensions, especially valency increasing arguments in Bantu languages. But now, the 

formatives, previously referred to as prepositional verb derivatives, were now referred to as 

applicative. This increased my curiosity.  Through the use of the multi-lingual database 

TypeCraft, I gained access to annotate RR data. I became particularly interested in the RR 

applicative morphemes annotated as ‘-ir-’ and ‘-er-’. It was then, that I started to be interested 

in investigating the morpho-phonological and syntactic structure of the RR applicative. 

2.2  Field work 

In 2010, I set out for field work in Uganda, yet struck by illness; I had to settle for a less 

ambiguous plan than originally envisioned. I started to work with the RR novel ‘Abagyenda 

Bareeba’; written by the late Benedicto. K. Mubangizi, a writer, who at the same time used to 

work at Makerere University as an external examiner for Runyakitara. My task was to extract 

sentences exemplifying applicative constructions. Mubangizi’s novel, served as one of my 
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primary sources. In summer 2011, I went on field work again and completed my data 

collection. I have made my corpus public on my user page available on TypeCraft, 

http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/User:Misah_Natumanya . The material is availbale as raw data 

and in an annotated format.  

2.2.1 Informants 

My field study took place in South-West Uganda, in the new district of Mitooma; a rural area 

of only RR speakers. The intention was to collect data of native speakers in areas with little 

language contact. This new district is located in a rural area of only RR native speakers.  The 

selection of informants was based on age only, and the overall goal, was to record 

spontaneous speech in a local setting. Yet, in practice, things turned out to be a little different. 

The elderly were afraid and refused to be recorded despite my effort in explaining to them the 

purpose of the study. Others demanded a lot of money which I did not have. This necessitated 

me to select informants from my friends and relatives who live in Kashenshero Sub County. 

Their ages were between 25-60 years. 

2.3 Research corpus  

The corpus is composed of a variety of different sources, including audio recordings, excerpts 

from local newspapers, excerpts from a novel, secondary data from other Bantu languages and 

the already existing TypeCraft corpus of RR
10

.  In the next subsection, I will present this data 

in some more detail. 

2.3.1 Dialogues and conversations 

I recorded only 2 dialogues and 3 monologues. The 3 monologues were recorded with the 

same informant. The informant was very wordy and insisted on an uninterrupted monologue 

on three different topics. Together, the data has a size of 26.55 MB, with a total length of 

15:52 minutes. 

Table 6 shows a list of dialogues and monologues which constitute my audio sources. Links 

in the table lead directly to the recordings online. 

                                                           
10

Main contributors to the RR TypeCraft corpus are Allen Asiimwe and Justus Turamyomwe. 

http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/User:Misah_Natumanya
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Table 6 Detailed list of dialogues and conversations 

File name Informant Age Language Type of 

recording 

Size in 

MB 

Duration 

in min 

Conversation1_with_B.J.J Betegyereza JJ 60 Runyankore Conversation 2.59 01.37 

Conversation2_with_B.J.J Betegyereza JJ 60 Runyankore Conversation 4.26 02.39 

Conversation3_by_B.J.J Betegyereza JJ 60 Runyankore Conversation 6.99 04.21 

Dialogue_with_AE Arinaitwe .E 25 Runyankore Dialogue 5.35 03.20 

Dialogue_with_BP Byaruhanga.P 30 Runyankore Dialogue 7.36 04.35 

 

Unlike the monologues where I left the participant the freedom to talk with little or no 

interruption, in the two dialogues, I used specific questions which aimed at eliciting 

applicative constructions. 

The topics were relevant to the participants. One of them was a teacher; so we talked about 

his profession but with questions phrased in such a way that his responses could yield an 

applicative construction. The conversation thus was more of a directed interview. I used the 

same method in the second conversation where my informant was a high school student. 

The recordings were done with a digital recorder from EDIROL, 24-bit WAVE/MP3 

RECORDER R-09, which I borrowed from the TypeCraft project. I recorded and stored the 4 

files on a 4 GB memory card from where they were transferred onto my computer. In the 

digital recorder, the sound files were saved as wave files which then were converted to an 

MP3 format, as I uploaded them to my computer. From there, I loaded the files to TypeCraft. 

Also my transcripts of the audio material were loaded to TypeCraft using TypeCrafts corpus 

facility. With the help of the TypeCraft Editor, the data was annotated and stored in a 

database for later retrieval. 

2.3.2 Church hymns 

Though I had the intension of recording church songs from Kashenshero Church of Uganda, I 

did not succeed because my batteries were very low at that point. Listening to hymns during 

church service convinced me that these songs were rich in applicative constructions. Due to 

my misfortune concerning battery power, I had to record later from an already recorded tape. I 

used my digital recorder in front of the cassette playing a tape and recorded the song. This 

way, I recorded and transcribed 4 RR hymns.  

http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Conversation1_with_B.J.J
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Edited_Conversation_2_with_B.J.J
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Conversation_3_(_Telephone_)_by_B.J.J
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Dialogue_with_AE
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Dialogue_with_BP
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Table 7 List of recorded hymns 

Hyman. Translation Choir 
Size in 

MB 

Duration 

in min 

Embabazi za yesu Jesus’ grace Kashenshero  COU 3.66 04.58 

Yesu_ni_Munywani_Waitu. Jesus is our friend. Kashenshero COU 4.55 03.59 

AbAbariisa_ku_baabaire_bariisize

ee 

When shepherd were 

looking after Animals 

 

Kashenshero  COU 
7.0 07.41 

Mukama_ninkutakira Accept me lord. Kashenshero  COU 2.53 02.45 

 

The above data has the size of approximately 17.80 MB covering 18 minutes in total. This 

data is also transcribed and annotated in TypeCraft, and is part of my corpus. 

2.3.3 Newspaper excerpts 

I selected two local newspapers widely read in Western Uganda. These are Orumuri and 

Entatsi.  ‘Orumuri’ literary meaning ‘the torch’, is a weekly newspaper read in all districts of 

South-West Uganda. It publishes political, economic, social, and cultural as well as sports 

news, covering national and international events.  

Entatsi, ‘the spy’, is also a widely read local newspaper, but mostly in towns and few districts 

of South-West Uganda. It contains summarized political, cultural, sports, and entertainment 

news.  It specializes mostly in news related to social life. 

From each of these newspapers, I picked over 30 phrases and annotated them in Typecraft. 

During the selection period, I would first read through the whole page of the news paper and 

then come back to pick out phrases with applicatives.  Also, this material can be inspected in 

TypeCraft under  Excerpts from the Orumuri newspaper : and Excerpts from the Entatsi 

newspaper : , respectively. Sample pages of ‘Orumuri’ and ‘Entatsi’ containing examples of 

phrases of applicative constructions can also be found in Appendices I & II at the end of this 

thesis. 

2.3.4 Excerpts from Abagyenda Bareeba 

As noted in 2.2, some of the data I used for this work was excerpted from the novel 

Abagyenda Bareeba. I found it a credible linguistic source. It has been written by Benedicto. 

K. Mubangizi in 1964. Mubangizi was a renoun Runyankore-Rukiga teacher and external 

http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Ekyeshongoro_(_Hymn)_-_Mukama_ninkutakira
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Ekyeshongoro_(_Hymn)_-_Yesu_ni_Munywani_Waitu.
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Ekyeshongoro_(_Hymn)_-_Abariisa_ku_baabaire_bariisize
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Ekyeshongoro_(_Hymn)_-_Abariisa_ku_baabaire_bariisize
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Ekyeshongoro_(_Hymn)_-_Mukama_ninkutakira
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Excerpts_from_the_Orumuri_newspaper_:
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Excerpts_from_the_Entatsi_newspaper_:
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Excerpts_from_the_Entatsi_newspaper_:
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examiner of Runyakitara at Makerere University. His novel has remained famous  and is still 

used in teaching and language training at all levels. Again, this material can be found in 

TypeCraft under “Excepts from the novel ''Abagyenda Bareeba''. Sample pages of the novel 

‘Abagyenda Bareeba’ with highlighted example phrases containing applicative constructions, 

can be found in Appendices III at the end of this thesis. 

2.3.5 TypeCraft data 

TypeCraft contains at present a corpus of 90 000 annotated morphemes of RR. Main 

contributors and annotators of the corpus, in addition to myself, are Allen Asiimwe (2007) 

who pioneered the RR corpus on TypeCraft, and Justus Turamyomwe who has worked on 

Tense and Aspect in RR (2011). Since both Asiimwe and Turamyomwe worked with nature 

occurring language, their material also contains applicative constructions which were 

interesting to my own research. 

2.3.6 Secondary sources  

My corpus contains also Interlinear Glossed Texts (IGT) from linguistic publications. This 

IGT data contains examples from Chichewa, Kinyarwanda, Kindenduele, and Kiswahili. The 

material has been provided with the necessary metadata. The annotations I have provided 

reflect the glossing that was found in the original  publications. For each language, a total of 

50 phrases have been added to TypeCraft and can be accessed on these links
11

 
12

 
13

 
14

 

2.3.7 Elicitation data 

Part of the data used for this thesis, is based on examples constructed by the thesis writer who 

is a native speaker of the language. While studying other Bantu languages, I compared 

constructions in the literature with what is possible in my own language and then entered this 

data to my corpus. Following this approach, I added of 280 phrases to my annotated corpus
15

 

                                                           
11

 http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Chichewa_Applicative_Constructions 

12
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Kinyarwanda 

13
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Kiswahili_(Swahili)_Applicative_Constructions. 

14
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Kindendeule_Applicative_Constructions 

15
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/User:Misah_Natumanya#Elicitation_data 

http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Excepts_from_the_novel_''Abagyenda_Bareeba''
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Chichewa_Applicative_Constructions
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Kinyarwanda
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Kiswahili_(Swahili)_Applicative_Constructions.
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Corpus:Kindendeule_Applicative_Constructions
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/User:Misah_Natumanya#Elicitation_data
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2.4 Data processing and analysis 

Text material was loaded to the TypeCraft database as sentence collections. As far as the 

selection of material from newspapers and literary text is concerned, I sampled applicatives, 

loaded them in form of a sentence collections for each of the sources to the TypeCraft system. 

As for the dialogues, conversations, and hymns, audio files were saved on my computer in a 

single folder. I transcribed these sources by playing each file using Media Player. I had 

planned to use Praat, yet I felt that a prosodic study of applicative, which would have justified 

the additional effort, was beyond the scope of this work. My total contribution to the 

annotated data of RR and other Bantu languages consists of 13893 annotated morphemes 

corresponding to 5021 words from 1036 phrases. The data can be accessed online from 

different links, either directly from my user page User:Misah_Natumanya or from the page. 

Applicative_Constructions_in_Runyankore-Rukiga_Corpus. Table 8, presents a summary of 

this data. 

Table 8 Overview: TypeCraft applicative corpus 

Form of Data Number of Phrases. 

1. Conversations_and_dialogues 120 

2. Newspaper_excerpts 55 

3. Songs 50 

4. Excerpts_from_literary_texts 35 

5. Excerpts_from_linguistic_texts 200 

6. Elicitation_data 280 

 

2.5 TypeCraft  

 TypeCraft, is an online application. By directing a browser, to www.typecraft.org, you reach 

the TypeCraft wiki, which is the entrance port to the TypeCraft database. Below I briefly 

illustrate how I used TypCraft. 

After transliteration or having finished a collection of sentences as a WORD document, I copy 

& pasted the material into TypeCraft. I opened TypeCraft by signing in using a personal 

password. On opening TypCraft, I would click on ‘new text’. This opens the TypeCraft 

http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/User:Misah_Natumanya
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Applicative_Constructions_in_Runyankore-Rukiga_Corpus_.
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/User:Misah_Natumanya#Conversations_and_dialogs
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/User:Misah_Natumanya#Newspaper_excerpts
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/User:Misah_Natumanya#Songs
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/User:Misah_Natumanya#Excerpts_from_literary_texts
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/User:Misah_Natumanya#Excerpts_from_linguistic_texts
http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/User:Misah_Natumanya#Elicitation_data
http://www.typecraft.org/
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Editor. I can now specify the language by selecting the language name from a drop down 

window. I then paste the text into the left part of the Editor window.  I move the cursor to 

‘Create phrases’ where I click and numbered phrases are created (instantiated) on the right 

hand side of my Editor window. From there, I start to go through the phrases one-by- one ,  

colour-coding tells me which sentences I have already annotated.  

Before I enter the annotation table, I am prompted for a morphological break-up, this then 

allows me to use hyphens to indicate morpheme breaks. In the annotation table, I normally 

start with giving a free translation, after that I tab vertically through the annotation table to fill 

in fields for a first light annotation.  

Part of the analysis of this data, was done concurrently with the annotation of phrases. Even 

simple annotation presupposes linguistic analysis and as the depth of the annotation increases, 

morpho-phonological, syntactic and semantic relations get established.  

In many respects, TypeCraft was to me, a learning by doing experience and I was in the lucky 

situation to be able to talk directly to the developers of this tool. My supervisor and I spent 

time together, thinking about annotations, swapping examples and counter-examples, in a 

process that one could call ”incremental annotation".    

2.6 Challenges 

I met some challenges in using TypeCraft. I must say that it was my first encounter with a 

linguistic tool, so I initially didn’t even have a simplest knowledge about digital linguistics. 

Classes in digital and language processing involving data analysis helped me, though some 

challenges listed below, were still encountered. 

Infixation: In the process of analyzing my data, it so happened that some applicative 

morphemes are infixes. I had all along only known the applicative marker to be a suffix that 

occurs between the verb root and the final vowel. But as an infix, it penetrates the verb root 

and it thus became a challenge for me to present this phenomenon in TypeCraft. An example 

of the applicative infix, and its annotation, is shown and discussed in chapter 3. 

Annotating other languages of which you are not a native speaker: I first found annotating 

secondary sources (Chichewa, Kiswahili, Kindendeule, and Kinyarwanda) a very big 

challenge. Though some of the secondary data that I had found had some glosses, some of its 

inflectional and derivational morphemes were not clearly identified by the author. Although 

some translational glosses suggested for example the existence of Tense and Aspect, I could 
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find myself running out of morphemes for an obviously required Tense and Aspect 

annotation.  For some languages such as Kiswahili and Kinyarwanda, I overcame the 

challenge by contacting resource people at the Makerere Institute of Languages who advised 

me.  As for Chichewa and Kindendeule, I did my own research both online and in textbooks, 

to fill in the information gaps that the original Interlinear Glossed examples had. 

 Shared data (collaborative corpora): TypeCraft has an option for working together on a 

language for instance in a language group, classroom group or other kinds of special interest 

groups. However, I felt that in some cases that could slow down my progress. The reason is 

that other RR annotators in our Runyakitara group didn’t recognize other forms of applicative 

morphemes than –er- and –ir-. So in cases where the morpheme would be –e- or –i-, it would 

be considered to be part of TAM inflections. Consider for instance phrases (6) and (7) below, 

the applicative morpheme, is annotated as a Perfective morpheme: 

(6) Ebi onkoreire mukama tindibyebwa 

“I will never forget everything you (God) have done for me” 

Ebi  onkoreire  mukama  tindibyebwa  

e  bi  o  n  kor  eire  mu  kama  ti  n  di  by  ebw  a  

IV  CL8  2SG  1SG  do  PFV  CL1  owner  NEG  1SG  PRES  CL8  forget  FV  

CONJ  V  N  V  
Generated in TypeCraft.  

 

(7) Ndeeba rukundo egyo ei yangiriire 

“I see that love which he had for me” 

Ndeeba  rukundo  egyo  ei  

n  deeb  a  ru  kund  o  e  gyo  e  i  

1SG  see  FV  CL11  love  NMLZ  CL9  that  IV  which.REL  

V  N  DEM  CONJ  

 
yangiriire  

y  a  n  gir  iire  

3SG  PASTrm  1SG  have  PFV  

V  
Generated in TypeCraft.  

 

 The correct annotations are shown in (8) above and (9) below:  
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(8) Ebi onkoreire mukama tindibyebwa 

“I will never forget everything you (God) have done for me” 

Ebi  onkoreire  mukama  

e  bi  o  n  kor  e  ire  mu  kama  

IV  CL8  2SG  1SG  do  APPL  PFV  CL1  owner  

CONJ  V  N  

 

tindibyebwa  

ti  n  di  by  ebw  a  

NEG  1SG  PRES  CL8  forget  FV  

V  
Generated in TypeCraft.  

 

(9) Ndeeba rukundo egyo ei yangiriire 

“I see that love which he had for me” 

Ndeeba  rukundo  egyo  ei  

n  deeb  a  ru  kundo  e  gyo  ei  

1SG  see  FV  CL11  love  IV  that  which  

V  N  DEM  REL  

 
yangiriire  

y  a  n  gir  i  ire  

3SG  PASTrm  1SG  have  APPL  PFV  

V  
Generated in TypeCraft.  

 

In (6) and (7) the applicative morpheme -e- and -i- , are annotated as belonging to the 

Perfective Aspect morpheme -ire. Cases like this, made me re-annotate my data manually, 

overwritting some of the automatically given annotations. Obviously, this slowed me down. 

Technical challenges: It was challenging to create a corpus on TypeCraft and to organize 

data on TypeCraft.  You start for example with loading audio files to the system; you then 

create a TCwiki corpus page on which you need to embed the audio file. I feel that this 

process should be simplified. 

As far as annotation is concerned, it took me some time to get used to the difference between 

POS and GLOSS tags and their labels.  

Despite these challenges, the tool has several strong points some of which are listed here: 

(i) One of the most important advantages of making a thorough morpheme-to-morpheme 

analysis of the data by doing manual annotation is that it leads the linguist to an early 

identification of linguistic phenomena that might have been overlooked in earlier analysis. 
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 (ii) On the basis of well annotated phrases in TypeCraft, I have been able to quickly identify 

different forms of the applicative affix, something I had not paid attention to before. With 

morpheme-to-morpheme annotations, it has been made easier for me to work out morpheme 

boundaries, and therefore identify different morphemes in the RR verbal complex. 

(iii) TypeCraft annotations use a defined set of glosses and are in that way more systematic 

than the glosses that I had to work with in secondary sources. Although the TypeCraft corpus 

facility is somewhat tedious at this point, it is already an improvement to managing my 

linguistic data files somewhere on my private machine. TypeCraft offers a safe storage for 

both audio and text data and it can be easily accessed anytime and anywhere. I hope for the 

future that the management of a research corpus like mine becomes easier and the import and 

export of corpus files more straightforward than it is right now.  

(iv) Helpful has been knowledge sharing between TypeCraft users. Through constructive 

discussions on linguistic phenomenon via TC mail, squibs and discussion pages, I have been 

helped on how to annotate some morphemes which have been problematic. For instance, the 

participle form ‘riku’ which other RR annotators have commented on, has been of great help.  

All in all, TypeCraft is a useful and important data management and glossing tool. It has 

immensely contributed in organizing, illustrating and analyzing data for my thesis. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RR APPLICATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS 

3 Introduction 

In this chapter, we talk about applicative constructions in RR.  The syllable structure of the 

RR applicative morpheme, the rule of vowel harmony as well as other morpho-phonological 

processes responsible for the realization of different RR applicative allomorphs, are discussed 

and illustrated. 

3.1 The RR applicative morpheme 

The RR applicative morpheme is a derivational morpheme which in most cases appears in a 

post-verb root position. Consider (10) below: 

(10) Tinaakimuheerayo 

“I have not given it to him from there.” 

Tinaakimuheereireyo  

ti  n  aa  ki  mu  ha  er  a  yo  

NEG  1SG  PASTim  OM  SM  give  APPL  FV  LOC  

V  

Generated in TypeCraft.  

 

By modifying a table presented by Salting (2004:4)’s work on Olusaamia
16

, Table 9 below, 

gives an overview over the RR verbal morphology.  

                                                           
16

Olusaamia is a cross boarder Bantu language spoken in Eastern Uganda (Samia-lugwe) and Western Kenya (Luyia), and   

according to Guthrie’s zonal classification, it is classified as Masaba-Luyia J.30. 
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Table 9  RR Verbal morphemes  

Sequence Symbol Name Status Comments 

1 NEG Negative marker Optional Changes its form with Tense/Aspect 

2 SP Subject marker Obligatory Several and ambiguous functions  

3 T/A Tense/Aspect
1 

Obligatory Marked one at a time ; informs T/A
2
 

and FV 

4 OP Object marker Optional Pronominal marker; with a Max=2, 

5 Root Verbal Root Obligatory Verbal foundation (verb core) 

6 DERV 

Suf 

Derivational Suffix Optional Marks Voice; applicative, passive 

causative, reciprocal, etc (max=4) 

7 T/A Tense /Aspect
2 

Optional Marked one at a time 

8 FV Final Vowel Obligatory  Marks Aspect or Mood in modified 

verb stems, basic verbs with  

default=’a’ 

 

From Table 9, we can derive a morphological template which takes the form shown in Figure 

3 below. 

Figure 3 RR Verbal morphological template 

[(NEG) - SM-(T/A)]- ([OM])-ROOT-([EXT]) [(T/A)]-[FV]  

We should note that RR derivational affixes (verb extensions) are not restricted to only post- 

verb root positions since the reflexive marker is a prefix. This is exemplified in (11) below:  

(11) Titwayebatirizayo 

“We have not baptized ourselves from there.” 

Titwayebatirizayo  

ti  tu
17

  a  ye  bati  ri  z  a  yo  

NEG  1PL  PASTim  REFL  baptise  APPL    MOD  LOC  

V  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

(11) shows that in RR, we may at times have two derivational affixes; one in a pre-verbal root 

position and another one in the post-verbal root position.  Figure 4 below, illustrates it further. 

                                                           
17

In RR and almost all Bantu languages, semi vowel or glides [j] and [W] are formed on morphological boundaries when 

high vowels precede other vowels. [W] is formed when a vowel sound /u/ combines with any other vowel except /u/ itself, 

and [j] or y, is formed when  /i/ combines with any other vowel except /i/ itself. So, /W/= /u/ + [a, e, I, o] while /j/ or /y/ = /i/ 

+ [u, o, a, e]. 
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Figure 4 RR verb: Modified morphological template  

[(NEG)- SM-(T/A)]-([DERV->REFL])-ROOT-( [EXT)] )ROOT [(T/A) ]-[FV](LOC) 

  

The derivational suffixes and their order are shown in Figure 5: 

Figure 5 Post -root derivational suffixes in RR 

ROOT-([(CAUS) (APPL) (REC) (PASS)]) [(T/A)]-[FV] 

Root templates remain stable while the actual verb morphology might change dependent of 

the construction and the morphological rules that apply. In the following section I discuss and 

illustrate the canonical positions of the RR applicative morpheme. 

3.2 Positions of the RR applicative morpheme 

My fieldwork data shows that the RR applicative morpheme has 2 canonical positions 

Example (12) below, illustrates the RR applicative morpheme in a post-verbal root position.  

(12) Omushomesa yaagurira omwana ekitabo. 

“The teacher has bought a book for a child.” 

Omushomesa  yaagurira  omwana  

o  mu  shomes  a  ya  a  gur  ir  a  o  mw  ana  

IV  CL1  teacher  DEL  3SG  PASTim  buy  APPL  FV  IV  CL1  child  

N  V  N  

 

ekitabo  

e  ki  tabo  

IV  CL7  book  

N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  

 

Yet, it is also possible that the morpheme occupies a different position, depending on the 

structure of the verb as well as its tense and aspect inflections.  For instance RR verbs whose 

verb roots end in /z /, have applicative infixes. 
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 This applicative marker occupies a position between /z/ as the last consonant of the root and 

the vowel of the preceding syllable of the root. This is illustrated in (13) and (14) below: 

(13) Omwahure yaabatiza omwana 

“The reverend has baptized a child” 

Omwahure  yaabatiza  omwana  

o  mu  ahure  y  aa  batiz  a  o  mw  ana  

IV  CL1  reverand  3SG  PASTim  baptise  FV  IV  CL1  child  

N  V  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  

 

(14) Omwahure yaabatiriza omwana ahansi y’omuti 

“The reverand has baptised a child under the tree” 

Omwahure  yaabatiriza  omwana  

o  mw  ahure  y  aa  bati  ri  z  a  o  mw  ana  

IV  CL1  reverand  3SG  PASTim  baptise  APPL    FV  IV  CL1  child  

N  V  N  

 
ahansi  y'  omuti  

a  ha  nsi  y'  o  mu  ti  

IV  CL16  under  of  IV  CL3  tree  

ADV  PREP  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

As seen in (12), the applicative morpheme –ir-, is a suffix relative to the verb stem -gurira 

‘buy for’. In (14), we have the verb stem –batiriza ‘baptize for’ with the applicative 

morpheme as an infix –ri-; between the syllable ‘ti’ and the last consonant /z/.  As mentioned 

above, this realisation of the applicative marker as an infix is restricted to all RR verbs ending 

in the consonant /z/.  

Morris and Kirwan (1972:116), mention this formation when they say, “Verbs in –za change 

za into –riza or –reza”. Yet, they do not clearly relate this phenomenon to applicative 

formation.  Let us consider Table 10.  
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Table 10  Realisation of the applicative morpheme as an infix in RR 

Basic Verb Gloss Applied Verb stem Gloss Applicative marker 

-hez-a finish -herez-a finish for -re- 

-batiz-a -baptise -batiriz-a baptize for -ri- 

-ikiriz-a believe  -ikiririz-a believe for/in -ri- 

-taz-a disagree -tariz-a disagree on -ri- 

-tooz-a search -toorez-a search from -re- 

-tiiz-a borrow -tiiriz-a borrow for --ri- 

  

Infixation under applicativisation can also be observed in Runyoro-Rutooro and Luganda. The 

pattern seems to be the same; affected are verbs ending in –za. Provided the verb in all these 

languages end in -za , the applicative marker is realized in the same way and in a similar 

position. Data from Runyoro-Rutooro (Rubongoya: 1999) and Luganda (Chesswas: 1967), 

present the fact. Consider Table 11 and 12 below: 

Table 11  Realisation of the applicative infix in Runyoro-Rutooro 

Basic verb Gloss Applied verb Gloss Applicative marker 

guza sell -guliz-a sell in/from -li- 

baza speak -baliz-a speak at -li- 

-kiza heal -kiliz-a heal from -li- 

-koza eat -kolez-a eat from -le- 

-semeza clean -semelez-a clean for -le- 

 

Table 12  Realisation of the applicative infix in Luganda 

Basic verb Gloss Applied verb Gloss Applicative 

marker -buuz-a greet -buu-li-z-a greet for/in -li- 

-yuz-a tear -yuu-liz-a tear from -li- 

-yoz-a wash -yo-le-z-a wash for -le- 

-woz-a plead -wo-le-z-a plead for -le- 

-jaguz-a celebrate -jagu-li-z-a celebrate from -li- 

 

McGregor (2009:340) defines an infix as, “an affix that is inserted within a root”, Given our 

illustrations and the facts reviewed, we can safely conclude that RR verbs ending in /z/, 

realise their applicative allomorphs ([re] and [ri]) as infixes. 
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RR applicative morphemes are thus realised in two positions. As suffixes, they are positioned 

between the verb root and the final vowel, while infix applicative markers are positioned 

inside the verb root.  

3.3  The Syllable Structure of RR Applicative Morpheme 

Most Bantu languages realize the applicative morpheme as [er] and [ir], that is, as a vowel + a 

consonant pattern (VC). Yet, it is interesting to find that my field work data reveals that RR 

applicative morpheme, has five different vowel structures exhibited by the different 

applicative allomorphs. Table 13 below illustrates RR applicative allomorphs and their 

syllable structure. 

Table 13 RR applicative morphs and their syllable structure. 

APPL Morpheme Syllable Structure 

 -er-, -ir-, -es-, -ez-, -ir-, -is-, -iz- VC 

-yes-, -yer-, -yez- CVC 

-ri-, -re- CV 

-i-, -e- V 

-z- C 

 

 In the next section, I discuss how vowel harmony determines RR applicative morpheme 

realisation. 

3.4 Vowel harmony and RR applicative morpheme realisation  

The form of the RR applicative morpheme is determined by vowel harmony. The trigger of 

vowel harmony is the last vowel of the verb root. I illustrate this relationship using data in 

Table 14.   
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Table 14 Vowel harmony in RR 

Applied verb Meaning Last root vowel Applicative form 

-reetera bring for e [er] 

-pimira measure for i [ir] 

-tuurira leaving for/on u [ir] 

-rootera dream from o [er] 

-rangira announce for a [ir] 

-iguriire opened for u [ i] 

-reebeire saw from e [e] 

 

On the basis of Table 14, we realize that: 

(i) The realization of different forms of the RR applicative morpheme depends on the 

last vowel of the verb root. 

(ii) The exact shape of the RR applicative affix is a subject to vowel height harmony. 

(iii) The RR applicative morpheme takes the value of the front vowels only.  

To be more specific, if the last vowel of the root in the RR applied verb stem is /e/ and /o/, the 

applicative morpheme must also bear the vowel sound /e/, as part of its form. This includes 

the applicative forms like: [er], [e], [ez],[yes] [yes], [yer] and [es]. On the other hand, if the 

last vowel of the RR applied verb stem has the vowel sounds /u/, /i/ and /a/, the applicative 

morpheme must also bear the  sound /i/, leading to [ir], [i], [iz], [is]. 

3.4.1 RR Vowel harmony in perspective  

Katamba (1989:211) defines vowel harmony as: “a process whereby within a certain 

designated domain, usually the word, all vowels are required to share one or more 

phonological properties” 

In order to understand how vowel harmony takes place between RR applied verb roots and the 

applicative morpheme, it’s important to look at RR vowel properties. I show this, using the 

RR vowel chart in Figure (6) below: 
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Figure 6 RR Vowel chart 

 

 

According to Figure (6), RR has 5 cardinal vowel sounds. Vowels /i/ and /u/, are high vowels 

with a feature [+HIGH], while /e/ and /o/, are mid vowels and bear the feature [-HIGH] 

Vowel /a/ is a low vowel and has [+LOW] as its height feature. Since vowel /a/ is neither 

[+HIGH] nor [-HIGH], it may be underspecified, that is, it may drop its [+LOW] feature to 

adopt another feature, for example [+HIGH]. This process is illustrated in Table 14. 

Phonologically, the underspecified element takes up the features of the underlying form. 

When the last vowel of the verb stem is /a/, the applicative morpheme is /ir/ or any other 

allomorph with vowel /i/ in its structure. 

Given this alternation, we assume that the underlying representation of the RR applicative 

morpheme is /ir/. It is commonly assumed by Bantuist that the common applicative forms in 

RR are [ir] and [er], and it is also assumed that the variation we observe is based on vowel 

harmony (/ir/ → [ir] [er]). However, besides [ir] and [er], RR has other applicative allomorphs 

which are also determined by vowel harmony or other phonological processes. These facts 

will be discussed in the section that follows. 

3.5 Morpho-Phonological realizations of the Applicative Allomorphs in RR 

In section 3.4, we noted that /ir/ is an underlying form of the RR applicative morpheme, 

however, in the annotated data, the applicative is realized in different forms. The  realization 

of these allomorphs is determined by rules of vowel harmony (as discussed in section 3.4), as 

well as other phonological processes. Below, different forms of the applicative morpheme are 

discussed and illustrated.  
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3.5.1 [ir] and [er] 

Allomorphs [ir] and [er] are the most common forms of the applicative morpheme in RR. 

Other Bantu languages like, Chichewa, Luganda, Haya, and Kindendeula realise them as [il] 

and [el], a difference that might be caused by orthographic conventions. I illustrate these two 

allomorphs in (15) and (16):  

(15) Nitureeba embwa neeraba aha bantu kandi boona barikugitangaarira. 

“We see the dog passing by people and it surprises all of them.” 

Nitureeba  embwa  neeraba  aha  

ni  tu  reeb  a  e  m
18

  bwa  ni  e  rab  a  aha  

PROG  1PL  see  FV  IV  CL9  dog  PROG  3SG.SM  pass  FV  IV  

V  N  V  PREP  

 
bantu  kandi  boona  barikugitangaarira  

ba  ntu  kandi  ba
19

  ona  ba  ri  ku  gi  tangaar  ir  a  

CL2  people  and  CL2  all  CL2  PROG  INF  CL9.AGR  wonder  APPL  FV  

  CONJ  QUANT  V  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

(16) Diguri ye akagishomera omu Yunivasite ya Mukono. 

“He studied his degree from Mukono University” 

Diguri  ye  akagishomera  omu  

  diguri  ye    a  ka  gi  shom  er  a  omu  

CL9  deegre  3SG  his.POSS  3SG  PASTrm  CL9.SM  study  APPL  FV  in  

N  PROposs  V  PREP  

 
Yunivasite  ya  Mukono  

  yunivasite  ya  mukono  

CL9  university  of    

N  PREP  Np  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

In (15), the last vowel in the verb stem is realized as /a/ so that the applicative suffix becomes 

–ir-, in (16), the last vowel in the stem is /o/ and the applicative suffix becomes –er-.   

                                                           
18

In (6), m represents n which is supposed to mark CL9 or CL10 according to the RR noun class system. However,   RR 

nasals /m/ and /n/ are conditional variants such that, if / n/ precedes a bilabial plosive /b/, it changes into /m/.  

19
This is a case of regressive assimilation where syllable [bo] from the word ‘boona’ is presented as [ba].   /a/ is modified so 

that it becomes more like /o/.  So, when /a/ is assimilated regressively by /o/, [ba-ona] becomes [boona]. 
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3.5.2   [ri] [re] 

Unlike other applicative allomorphs, [ri] and [re] are infixes (refer to section 3.2).  [ri] and 

[re] are specifically conditioned to be realised in RR verbs ending in sound /z/. Sentences (17) 

and (18) below, illustrate the use of the applicative infixes: 

 (17) Rwakyekoreire yaaguriza Byabazaire ente 

“Rwakyekoreire has sold a cow for Byabazaire” 

Rwakyekoreire  yaaguriza  Byabazaire  ente  

Rwakyekoreire  y  aa  gu  ri  z  a  Byabazaire  e  n  te  

  3SG  PASTim  sell  APPL    FV    IV  CL9  cow  

Np  V  Np  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

(18) Ndoreza amaarwa ago 

“Taste that beer for me(Taste that beer on my behalf)” 

ndoreza  amaarwa  ago  

n  do  re  z  a  a  ma  arw  a  a  go  

1SG  taste  APPL    FV  IV  CL6  beer  FV  IV  that  

V  N  DEM  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

In (17) and (18) above, we have verb stems ending in the sound / z/ (‘-roza’ taste, and ‘-guza’ 

sell). When applicativised, they become ‘roreza’ taste for and ‘guriza’ sell for. Interesting is 

the phonological process when applicative infixation combines with the Perfective suffix –ire. 

(19) Below, illustrates it: 

 (19) Omwahure abatiriize omwana ahansi y’omuti 

“The Reverend baptised a child (from) under the tree” 

Omwahure  abatiriize  omwana  ahansi  

o  mw  ahure  a  bati-  ri  ize  o  mw  ana  a  ha  nsi  

IV  CL1  reverand  3SG  baptise  APPL  PFV  IV  CL1  child  IV  CL16  under  

N  V  N  ADV  

 
y'  omuti  

y'  o  mu  ti  

 of IV  CL3  tree  

PREP  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
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(19) –ire, becomes –ize, in an amalgamation of the root final –z of the verb and the perfective 

marker –ire. (18) and (19) above, bear the same applicative allomorph [ri] though their verb 

stems encodes a different Aspect and Tense. In (19), the verb encodes the perfective aspect 

and the verb stem becomes ‘bati-ri-ize’ baptised for; with the last part of the verb stem –z-, 

changed to –ize. RR infixation of the applicative morpheme could be the result of 

metathesis
20

.  

Taylor (1985:216), acknowledges: “Metathesis though a rare process, has left traces in modified 

forms of RR verbs ending in –za”, where for instance ‘-batizir-‘becomes ‘batiriz’ after 

metathesis. Figure 7 formulates this point as a template: 

Figure 7 Realisation of RR applicative infix by metathesis. 

[-batiz-] + [/ir/]= [-batizir-]  + [Metathesis] ⇒ [-batiriz-] 

3.5.3 [e] and [i ] 

The applicative morpheme /ir/, can also be realized as [e] and/or [i]. These two allomorphs 

occur when the verb is in the perfective aspect and yesterday tense. Consider the contrasts 

below: 

(20) Omubumbi akanogooresa enyungu omusyo 

“A potter made a pot with a knife” 

Omubumbi  akanogooresa  enyungu  omusyo  

o  mu  bumbi  a  ka  nogoor  es  a  e    nyungu  o  mu  syo  

IV  CL1  potter  3SG  PAST  mould  APPL  FV  IV  CL9  pot  IV  CL3  knife  

N  V  N  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  

 

(21) Omubumbi anogooreise enyungu omusyo 

“The potter made a pot with a knife” 

Omubumbi  anogooreise  enyungu  omusyo  

o  mu  bumbi  a  nogoor  e  ise  e    nyungu  o  mu  syo  

                                                           
20

The term metathesis refers to the reversal of two elements:  xy ⇒ yx, a morphophonemic process that reverses the order of 

two phonemes in a particular phonological context Kroeger (2005:311).  
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IV  CL1  potter  3SG  mould  APPL  PASThst  IV  CL9  pot  IV  CL3  knife  

N  V  N  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  

 

In (21), the applied verb is -nogooreise 'moulded with', but unlike (20), it is in yesterday 

tense. RR yesterday tense is always realized in post-verbal stem positions as a suffix –ise. So, 

the realization of the past tense -ise as a suffix leaves the applicative marker [e] to be realized 

as an infix. (22)  below, I illustrate how [i] can be realised as an applicative infix in a 

perfective aspect.  

 (22) Ahabwenki Rwebinumi ariisiize ente omu misiri? 

“Why did Rwebinumi graze cows in the garden?”” 

Ahabwenki  Rwebinumi  ariisiize  ente  omu  

Ahabwenki  Rwebinumi  a  riis  i  ize  e  n  te  omu  

why    3SG  graze  APPL  PFV  IV  CL9  cow  in  

Wh  PN  V  N  PREP  

 

misiri?  

mi  siri  

CL4  garden  

N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  

  

In (22), the applied verb is ‘-riisiize’ graze in, the applicative morpheme [i]  is  realized as an 

infix, marked between the verb root ‘riis’ graze, and the perfective aspect –ize. From the 

examples ( 21), (22) and (23) above,  it becomes evident that whenever  the RR applied verb 

is in the perfective aspect or in the near past tense, the applicative morpheme /ir/ is either 

realised as an allomorph [i] or [e] depending on the rule of vowel harmony. 

In realising allomorphs [i] and [e] from the applicative morpheme /ir/, RR drops  /r/. Kimenyi 

(1980) working on Kinyarwanda mentions a similar deletion process.  

Yet, this phenomenon tends to form a pattern in RR applied disyllabic and polysyllabic verbs 

that are modified by perfective aspect and yesterday tense.  In Table (15), I illustrate how 

differences in Tense and Aspect bring about sound deletion in RR disyllabic applied verb 

stems. 
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Table 15 Tense and Aspect and Applicative marking in RR disyllabic verb stems 

Verb   

stem 

gloss APPLIED 

stem in other 

Tenses 

APPL 

affix 

gloss APPLIED 

stem  in PFV 

Aspect  

APPL 

affixes 

Deleted 

sound 

gloss 

-reet-a bring -ka-reeter-a -er- brought for  -reeteire -e-   r brought for 

-naab-a wash -aa-naabir-a -ir- washed for  -naabiire -i-   r washed for 

-rind-a wait -aa-rindir-a -ir- waited from -rindiire -i-   r waited from 

-shom-a study -shomer-a -er- studied from -shomeire -e-   r studied from 

-rund-a pile -ka-rundir-a -ir- piled for  -rundiire -i-  r piled for 

-kor-a work -aa-kores-a -es- worked with   - koreise -e-   s worked 

with 

 

Yet, applied monosyllabic verb stems encoding yesterday tense and perfective aspect behaves 

differently when applicatised.  

 3.5.3.1 RR applied monosyllabic verb stems inYesterday Tense and Perfective Aspect 

Table (16) below, illustrates how differences in Tense and Aspect brings about vowel 

epenthesis in RR applied monosyllabic verb stems with Yesterday Tense or Perfective Aspect. 

Table 16 Applicative marking in RR monosyllabic verb stems 

Verb 

stem 

gloss APPLIED 

stem in other 

tenses 

APPL 

affix 

gloss APPLIED stem  

in PFV Aspect  

APPL 

affix 

Extra 

vowel 

gloss 

-sa grind -seera -er- grind on -seeriire -er   i ground on 

-ta put -aa-teera -er- put for -teeriire -er-   i put for 

-ha give -aa-heera -er- given for -heeriire -er-   i gave for 

-cwa break -cwera -er- breakfor -cwereire -er-   i broke for 

-fa die -ka-feera -er- died for,..  -feeriire -er-   i died for 

-rya eat -aa-riira -ir- ate for...  -riiriire -ir-   i ate for 
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3.5.4 [yer], [yes] and [yez] 

Applicative allomorphs [yer], [yes] and [yez] are suffixed to RR verb stems that end in the 

velar sounds /k/ and /g/.  In RR, when velar sounds precede front vowel /e/, they are fronted 

and pronounced from the palate with a semi vowel /j/ realised as / y/ in RR orthography. This 

process is known as palatalisation. A series of phonological processes are involved in the 

realisation of applicative allomorphs [yer], [yes] and [yez]. In Table 17, we illustrate the 

realization of [yer]. 

Table 17 [–yer-]  applicative marker 

Verb stem Gloss Applied verb APPLmarker Gloss 

-teek- cook -teekyer- -yer- cook  for 

-reeg- tighten -reegyer- -yer- tighten  for 

-sheeg- beg -sheegyer- -yer- beg for 

-twek- send -twekyer- -yer- send for 

-heek carry -heekyer- -yer- carry for 

 

Figure 8 summarizes the processes of vowel harmony and palatalisation in form of two 

templates:  

Figure 8 Palatalisation and the realisation of the applicative allomorph [yer] 

[[(-o/-e) k]+[[/ir/]→[er]]=[o/ekyer] hence [yer]    

[[(-o/-e) g]+[[/ir/]→[er]]=[o/egyer] hence [yer]    

 

In Figure 8, we have vowel harmony as a first process determined by the vowels preceding 

the velar sound /k/ or /g/. When the vowels are /o/ or /e/, the applicative underlying form /ir/ 

becomes [er] and when the velar sound [o/ek] precedes [er] then palatalisation occurs 

[o/ekyer] as a second phonological process in the realization of [yer].   

In Table (18) below, I give more data to show the morpho-phonological environments in 

which allomorph [yez] and [yes] are realized. 
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Table 18 Realisation of  [yes]and [yez] applicative allomorphs 

verb meaning Applied verb APPL marker meaning 

-teek- cook -teekyes- -yes- cook with 

-reeg- tighten -reegyes- -yes- tighten with 

-sheeg- beg -sheegyes- -yes- beg with 

-twek- send -twekyes- -yes- send with 

-heek carry -heekyes- -yes- carry with 

-ozya wash -ogyez- -yez- wash for/in 

-osya burn -okyez- -yez- burn for 

 

Also, the allomorphs [yes] and [yez] are realized by vowel harmony as well as palatalisation. 

But unlike [yer] which ends in a liquid sound /r/, [yes] and [yez] ends in a voiceless alveolar 

fricatives /s/ and a voiced alveolar fricatives /z/. Although, /ir/ with a sonorant
21

 sound /r/ may 

turn into a voiceless fricative /s/ when devoiced, it cannot become a voiced fricative /z/ 

because it is already a voiced sound. Therefore the applicative morpheme /ir/ can account for 

the allomorph [yes] to be the result of vowel harmony, palatalization and devoicing. For [yez], 

we offer a simple template that illustrates the process at hand. 

Figure 9 Palatalisation and the realisation of applicative allomorph [yez] 

[[-ozy] +e] = [ogy] and, [[ozy] + er]⇒ [ogyez], hence [yez]    

[-osy] +e] = [oky] and, [[oky] + er]⇒ [okyez]  hence [yez] 

 

 We assume that the root with sound /s/ changes into /k/. This usually happens when /s/ 

precedes sound /y/ followed by a front vowel /e/.  Since -osy +e= oky, oky + -ez-= okyez, 

hence the realization of an applicative allomorph -yez.  

                                                           
21

A usually voiced speech sound characterized by relatively free air flow through the vocal tract and capable of being 

syllabic, as a vowel, liquid, or nasal. 
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3.5.5 [is] and [es] 

Allomorphs [is] and [es ] encode both causative and applicative constructions in RR.  

(23) Omwana yaariisa ekigiiko. 

“The child has eaten with a spoon.” 

Omwana  yaariisa  ekigiiko  

o  mw  ana  y  aa  ri  is  a  e  ki  giiko  

IV  CL1  child  3SG  PASTim  eat  APPL  FV  IV  CL7  spoon  

N  V  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

(24) Rubarenzya akatemesa omuhoro ekiti 

“Rubarenzya cut a stick (with) a panga” 

Rubarenzya  akatemesa  omuhoro  ekiti  

rubarenzya  a  ka  tem  es  a  o  mu  horo  e  ki  ti  

  3SG  PASTrm  cut  APPL  FV  IV  CL3  panga  IV  CL7  stick  

Np  V  N  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

According to my data, the allomorphs [es] and [is] seem to be associated with instrumental 

arguments. Even the semantic relations portrayed in table 14 below, illustrates it further. 

Table 19 Realisation of [is] and [es] from RR verbs 

Verb stem gloss Applied verb stem  gloss Appl allomorph 

-tah- fetch -tahis- fetch with           [is] 

-igur- open -iguris- open with           [is] 

-rond- search -rondes- search with           [es] 

-shar- cut -sharis- cut with            [is] 

-kor- work -kores work with           [es] 

 

[es] and [is]  and [z] seem to share some properties in terms of the arguments that precede 

them. It is not surprising that in some cases, a cross section of RR speakers substitute [es] for 

[z] in expressing Instrumental applicatives:  
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(25) Omubumbi akanogooresa enyungu omusyo 

“A potter made a pot with a knife” 

Omubumbi  akanogooresa  enyungu  omusyo  

o  mu  bumbi  a  ka  nogoor  es  a  e    nyungu  o  mu  syo  

IV  CL1  potter  3SG  PAST  mould  APPL  FV  IV  CL9  pot  IV  CL3  knife  

N  V  N  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

(26) Omubumbi akanogooza enyungu omusyo 

“A potter made a pot with a knife” 

Omubumbi  akanogooza  enyungu  omusyo  

o  mu  bumbi  a  ka  nogoo  z  a  e    nyungu  o  mu  syo  

IV  CL1  potter  3SG  PAST  mould  APPL  FV  IV  CL9  pot  IV  CL3  knife  

N  V  N  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

-noogores- in (25) and -noogooz- in (26), carry the same meaning ‘mould with’, and both are 

conditioned to precede an instrumental argument. Phonologically, sound /s/ is a voiceless 

fricative while /z/ is a voiced fricative. [is] or [es] can also be realised when RR verb root 

ends in a voiced sound –z. (27) and (28) illustrates this. 

(27) Omukazi yaarozesa amaarwa ekikopo. 

“The woman has tasted beer with a cup (She used a cup to taste beer)” 

Omukazi  yaarozesa  amaarwa  ekikopo  

o  mu  kazi  y  aa  roz  es  a  a  ma  arw  a  e  ki  kopo  

IV  CL1  woman  3SG  PASTim  test  APPL  FV  IV  CL6  beer  FV  IV  CL7  cup  

N  V  N  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

(28) Entebe baazitiizisa emotoka 

“They have borrowed chairs with a car (They used a car in collecting borrowed chairs)” 

Entebe  baazitiizisa  emotoka  

e  n  tebe  ba  a  zi  tiiz  is  a  e    motoka  

IV  CL9  chair  3PL  PASTim  CL9.AGR  borrow  APPL  FV  IV  CL9  car  

N  V  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
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It follows that in RR, when a verb stem ends in a voiced sound /-z/, it is licensed to precede a 

voiceless fricative sound /s/ as part of its applicative morpheme; [is] or [es]. Table (20) below 

illustrates this point. 

Table 20 Realisation of [is]and [es]  from RR verbs ending in /z/ 

Verb stem gloss Applied verb stem  gloss Appl suffix 

-rooz- taste -roozes- taste with           [es] 

-koz- eat -kozes- eat with           [es] 

-kor- work -kozes- work with           [es] 

-tiiz borrow -tiizis- borrow with           [is] 

 

The applicative allomorphs [es] and [is] are realised not only by vowel harmony, but also by 

devoicing, where by the voiced liquid sound /r/ of the applicative underlying form /ir/, is 

devoiced to become a voiceless fricative /s/. 

3.5.6 [iz] and [ez] 

Allomorphs [iz ] and  [ez ]  may encode either causative or applicative constructions in RR. 

Consider the following examples:   

(29) Omuporiisi yaareeseza omu nju 

“The policeman has smoked from the house” 

omuporiisi  yaareeseza  omu  nju  

o  mu  poriisi  y  aa  rees  ez  a  omu  n  ju  

IV  CL1  policeman  3SG  PASTim  smoke  APPL  FV  in  CL9  house  

N  V  PREP  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
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(30) Ahabwenki Rwebinumi yaariisiza ente omu misiri? 

“Why has Rwebinumi grazed cows in the garden?” 

Ahabwenki  Rwebinumi  yaariisiza  ente  omu  

Ahabwenki  Rwebinumi  y  aa  riis  iz  a  e  n  te  omu  

why    3SG  PASTim  graze  APPL  FV  IV  CL9  cow  in  

Wh  Np  V  N  PREP  

 
misiri?  

mi  siri  

CL4  garden  

N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

If the verb stem ends in a voiceless sound /–s/, the following applicative marker ends in a 

voiced fricative sound /z/. Table 21 below, illustrates the realization of these two allomorphs 

further. 

 

Table 21 Realisation of [iz] and [ez] from RR verbs ending in /s/ 

Verb stem gloss Applied verb stem  gloss Appl suffix 

-riis- graze -riisiz- graze for/from           [iz] 

-shomes- teach -shomesez- teach for/from           [ez] 

-tebeekanis- prepare -tebeekanisiz- prepare for/from           [iz] 

-sheesh- pour -sheeshez- pour with / from           [ez] 

-rees- smoke -reesez smoke from           [ez] 

-tees- discuss -teesez- discuss from           [ez] 

 

In Table 21, verb stems ending in /s/, realise applicative suffixes either as [iz] or [ez] 

depending on vowel harmony. 

The above realizations seem to be similar to those of RR applicativised causatives, however, 

during the process of the applicativisation of some causativised verb stems, the applicative 

morphemes are suffixed on the original (basic) verb stems (consider the first 3 verbs in Table 

below) and RR applicative allomorphs [iz] and [ez] are realized. In Table 22 below, I 

illustrate how RR applicative allomorphs are realized from causativised verbs 
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Table 22 RR applicativised causatives 

Verb Gloss CAUS 

form 

Gloss APPL Form 

of the Caus 

Gloss APPL 

suffix 

-ham-a confirm  -hamy-a cause to confirm -hamiz-a cause to confirm for  [iz] 

-taah-a enter -taasy-a cause to enter -taahiz-a cause to enter for [iz] 

-imuk-a stand -imusy-a cause to stand -imukiz-a cause to stand for [iz] 

-hing-a dig -hingis- cause to dig -hingisiz-a cause to dig for [iz] 

-gyend-a go -gyendes-a cause to go -gyendesez-a cause to go for [ez] 

-byam-a sleep -byamis-a cause to sleep -byamisiz-a cause to sleep for [iz] 

-shom-a read -shomes-a cause to read -shomesez-a cause to read from [ez] 

 

Therefore, [iz], [ez] are also allomorphs of the applicative morpheme /ir/. Like in [es] and [is], 

their structure is as a result of rules of vowel harmony as well as other sound changing 

processes.  

3.5.7 [z] 

 [z] is realized in derived verb stems ending in /r/. The allomorph is illustrated below: 

(31) Omubumbi akanogoora enyungu 

“The potter made a pot” 

Omubumbi  akanogoora  enyungu  

o  mu  bumbi  a  ka  nogoor  a  e    nyungu  

IV  CL1  potter  3SG  PASTrm  make  FV  IV  CL9  pot  

N  V  N  
Generated in TypeCraft.  

 

 (32) Omubumbi akanogooza enyungu omusyo 

“The potter made a pot with a knife” 

Omubumbi  akanogooza  enyungu  omusyo  

o  mu  bumbi  a  ka  nogoor  z  a  e    nyungu  o  mu  syo  

IV  CL1  potter  3SG  PAST  make APPL  FV  IV  CL9  pot  IV  CL3  knife  

N  V  N  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
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In (31), the verb root ‘-nogoor’ make (a pot) ends in sound /r/, while in (32), where the verb  

precedes an instrumental argument ‘omusyo’ knife, the verb stem becomes ‘-nogooz-’ make(a 

pot) with.  In Table (23) below, lists more verb stems ending in /r/.   

Table 23 [z] applicative marker occurring on verb stems ending in -r 

Verb stem Meaning Applied verb stem Meaning APPL allomorph 

-teer-a hit -teez-a        ekiti hit with  a stick [z] 

-shar-a cut -shaz-a     omusyo cry with  a knife [z] 

-hurir-a hear -huriz-a  okutu hear with an ear [z] 

-rer-a babysit -rez- a      engozi babysit with a cloth [z] 

-hindur-a turn -hinduz-a omuhoro turn with  a panga [z] 

 

A similar process occurs in Chichewa where, the /l/ changes into /z/. According to Mchombo 

(2004:76-77), the affix –z, replaces the verbs final liquid. Taylor (1985) recognizes the 

derivational allomorph [z] but seem to restrict it to causativization. Below I reproduce his 

example sentence (399b) but with my annotations. 

(33) Yaagihinduuza enkoni 

“He turned it with a stick” 

Yaagihinduuza  enkoni  

y  aa  gi  hinduur  z  a  e  n  koni  

3SG  PASTim  OM  turn  APPL  FV  IV  CL9  stick  

V  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  

 

In (33), the verb root is ‘–hinduur-’ turn around  but with the introduction of the instrument 

NP  argument  ‘enkoni’ stick,  the verb stem becomes ‘-hinduuz-’ or  turn around with.  

We interpret (33) as an applicative construction. Looking at the applicative allomorph [z], we 

then come to the conclusion that it undergoes sound mutation, from the underlying form /ir/ 

⇒ [is] ⇒ [z].  

As an applicative, /ir/ the underlying form of the applicative morpheme is devoiced to become 

[is] which coincidently happens to be the underlying form of RR causatives (/s/). [is] further 
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undergoes mutation to become a voiced alveolar fricative [z]. While as an instrumental 

causative, the underlying form /is/ undergoes voicing to become [z]. 

 

To sum it all, we have seen that the RR applicative morpheme /ir/ is associated with a series 

of allomorphs which are either infixed or suffixed to the verb. The allomorphs have different 

syllable structures which are determined by the interplay of vowel harmony and other 

phonological processes such as Metathesis, Deletion, Mutation, Assimilation, Voicing and 

Devoicing, and Epenthesis. These processes determine the structure of the applicative 

allomorphs. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 

A  CLASSIFICATION OF RR APPLICATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS. 

4 Introduction 

In this chapter, we describe different classes of applicative constructions. Let us start with 

intransitive verbs which may become transitive when applicativised. The verb ‘fa’ die takes 

only a subject: 

(34) Omukaikuru akafa. 

“The old woman died.” 

Omukaikuru  akafa  

o  mu  kaikuru  a  ka  fa  

IV  CL1  old woman  3SG  PASTrm  die  

N  V  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

We can abbreviate the argument structure of the verb fa die as; fa < SUBJ >. When 

applicativised as in (35), a locative argument such as ‘omu kafuuha’ in the hut, may become 

applied. 

(35) Omukaikuru akafeera omu kafuuha 

“The old woman died in a small hut.” 

Omukaikuru  akafeera  omu  kafuuha  

o  mu  kaikuru  a  ka  fe  er  a  omu  ka  fuuha  

IV  CL1  old woman  3SG  PASTrm  die  APPL  FV  in  CL12  hut  

N  V  PREP  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

The verb ‘rya’ eat, is often used intransitively, yet it is mostly classified as a transitive verb. 

(36) Omwana yaarya 

“The child has eaten” 

omwana  yaarya  

o  mw  ana  y  aa  ry  a  

IV  CL1  child  3SG  PASTim  eat  FV  

N  V  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
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(37) Omwana yaariisa ekigiiko 

“The child has eaten with a spoon.” 

Omwana  yaariisa  ekigiiko  

o  mw  ana  y  aa  ri  is  a  e  ki  giiko  

IV  CL1  child  3SG  PASTim  eat  APPL  FV  IV  CL7  spoon  

N  V  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

While (36) illustrates the intransitive use of the verb, (37) shows an applied Instrumental.  Let 

us now consider the transitive verb ‘gur’ buy. 

(38) Omushomesa aguzire ekitabo 

“The teacher bought a book” 

Omushomesa  aguzire  ekitabo  

o  mu  shomesa  a  guz  ire  e  ki  tabo  

IV  CL1  teacher  3SG  buy  PFV  IV  CL7  book  

N  V  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

In (38) ‘gur’ buy, supports two arguments; a subject and an object which I have  abbreviated 

as ‘gur’< SUBJ, OBJ >.  In (39) below, the verb has been applicativised:  

(39) Omushomesa aguriire omwana ekitabo 

“The teacher bought a book for the child.” 

Omushomesa  aguriire  omwana  ekitabo  

o  mu  shomesa  a  gur  i  ire  o  mw  ana  e  ki  tabo  

IV  CL1  teacher  3SG  buy  APPL  PFV  IV  CL1  child  IV  CL7  book  

N  V  N  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

(39), the suffix –ir- is added and ‘-gur-’ buy becomes ‘-guriir-’ buy for. The applied verb 

‘guriir’ now supports two arguments which I have abbreviated as ‘guriir < SUBJ, OBJAPPL, OBJ 

>. As mentioned earlier, the accessibility of noun phrases to applicativisation seems 

dependent on the thematic hierarchy, a variant of which is proposed by Hyman & Duranti 

(1982:224) as mentioned in chapter 1 of this thesis. Below, I will discuss and illustrate the 

different classes of RR applicative constructions based on my corpus. 
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4.1 Benefactive applicatives 

The most common applicative construction in RR is the benefactive applicative:   

(40) Abanyabuzaare bakareetera omwana ebirabo 

“Relatives brought gifts for the child ( Lit: Relatives brought the child gifts)” 

Abanyabuzaare  bakareetera  omwana  

a  ba  nyabuzaare  ba  ka  reet  er  a  o  mw  ana  

IV  CL2  relatives  CL2  PASTrm  bring  APPL  FV  IV  CL1  child  

N  V  N  

 
ebirabo  

e  bi  rabo  

IV  CL8  gift  

N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

In (40), the applied verb supports three arguments: ‘reeter’ < SUBJ OBJAPPL OBJTH >.  Let us now 

compare benefactive applicatives with RR ditransitives. Consider (41) and (42): 

(41) Entumwa yaaha ebaruha omwishiki 

“The messenger has given a letter to a girl” 

Entumwa  yaaha  ebaruha  omwishiki  

e  n  tumwa  y  aa  h  a  e    baruha  o  mu  ishiki  

IV  CL9  messenger  CL1.SBJ  PASTim  give  IND  IV  CL5  letter  IV  CL2    

N  V  N  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

In (41) above, ‘ebaruha’ letter, a NPTH is adjacent to the verb, while ‘omwishiki’ girl, a NPBEN 

is preceded by the theme NP. In (42), the order of the internal arguments is reversed. 

(42) Entumwa yaaha omwishiki ebaruha 

“The messenger has given a letter to a girl” 

Entumwa  yaaha  omwishiki  ebaruha  

e  n  tumwa  y  aa  h  a  o  mu  ishiki  e    baruha  

IV  CL9  messenger  CL1.SBJ  PASTim  give  IND  IV  CL2    IV  CL5  letter  

N  V  N  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

The order of two objects in the above RR ditransitive constructions is free, such that the NPBEN  

may precede the NPTH  and vice verse, without any change in meaning. Applied benefactive 
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are different in that they need to occur in the position adjacent to the verb, while the true 

ditransitive constructions allows a free order of objects. 

Lets us now look at the applied object ‘omwana’ child, of the benefactive applicative 

construction. The applied object seems to have primary object properties. It does not only 

appear adjacent to the verb phrase but it also can be passivised as illustrated in (43) below: 

(43) Omwana akareeterwa ebirabo 

“Gifts were brought to the child (by relatives)” 

Omwana  akareeterwa  ebirabo  

o  mw  ana  a  ka  reet  er  w  a  e  bi  rabo  

IV  CL1  child  3SG  PASTrm  bring  APPL  PASS  FV  IV  CL8  gift  

N  V  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

Likewise, the NPBEN can also be pronominalised and as such appear as object marker within 

the verb. (44) illustrates it: 

(44)  Abanyabuzaare bakamureetera ebirabo 

“Relatives brought him gifts.” 

Abanyabuzaare  bakamureetera  ebirabo  

a  ba  nyabuzaare  ba  ka  mu  reet  er  a  e  bi  rabo  

IV  CL2  relatives  CL2  PASTrm  OM  bring  APPL  FV  IV  CL8  gift  

N  V  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

In the next subsection, I describe and illustrate RR Instrumental applicative constructions and 

their primary object properties. 

4.2 Instrumental Applicatives 

RR instrumental applicative constructions introduce the instrumental as the applied object.  

(45) features the transitive verb ‘tem’ cut and a free prepositional phrase expressing the 

instrument. The preposition used to introduce the instrument is the preposition ‘na’ with.  
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(45) Rubarenzya akatema omuti n’omuhoro 

“Rubarenzya cut a tree with a panga.” 

Rubarenzya  akatema  omuti  n’  omuhoro  

Rubarenzya  a  ka  tem  a  o  mu  ti  na  o  mu  horo  

  3SG  PASTrm  cut  FV  IV  CL3  tree  with  IV  CL3  panga  

Np  V  N  PREP  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

It is also possible to consider the verb ‘tem’ cut, (45), as a three place predicate, thus adding 

the instrument to the argument structure of the verb: ‘tem’< SUBJ OBJPAT  OBLINSTR>.  May that 

be as it is, in (46) below, the instrumental argument becomes an applied object positioned 

adjacent to the verb. 

(46) Rubarenzya akatemesa omuhoro ekiti 

“Rubarenzya cut the stick with a panga” 

Rubarenzya  akatemesa  omuhoro  ekiti  

Rubarenzya  a  ka  tem  es  a  o  mu  horo  e  ki  ti  

  3SG  PASTrm  cut  APPL  FV  IV  CL3  panga  IV  CL7  stick  

Np  V  N  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

In (46), the applicative suffix –es- is introduced to the verb stem to become ‘temes’ cut with. 

This promotes the previous PPINSTR, and the verb now licenses two NP objects; OBJINSTR and 

OBJPAT, with an argument structure   temes< SUBJ  OBJINSTR   OBJPAT >. The preposition ‘na’ with, 

is dropped. 

Unlike RR benefactive applicative constructions, where the applied object has to directly 

follow the verb, the arguments in RR instrumental applicative constructions can freely 

interchange positions as shown in (47): 

(47) Rubarenzya akatemesa ekiti omuhoro 

“Rubarenzya cut a stick with a panga” 

Rubarenzya  akatemesa  ekiti  omuhoro  

Rubarenzya  a  ka  tem  es  a  e  ki  ti  o  mu  horo  

  3SG  PASTrm  cut  APPL  FV  IV  CL7  stick  IV  CL3  panga  

Np  V  N  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
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The same observation about the free interchange of positions between the applied objects and 

theme objects has been made by Alsina & Mchombo (1993:21) for Chichewa. 

Alsina & Mchombo (1993:21): 

“One of the most striking differences between beneficiary and instrumental applicative has to 

do with the ability of either the applied argument or the theme or patient (in structures with 

two objects like arguments) to follow the verb immediately. The beneficiary object must 

appear immediately after the verb.” 

It thus turns out that, instrumental applicatives have different syntactic properties than 

applicativised beneficiary arguments. In Instrumental applicatives, whatever argument is 

closest to the verb, is able to pronominalise as an object marker.  Interesting is passivisation. 

in which the instrumental  needs to be fronted. Consider (48) and (49) below:  

(48)  *Ekiti kikatemesibwa omuhoro 

“*The stick was cut with a panga.” 

ekiti  gukatemesibwa  omuhoro  

e  ki  ti  ki  ka  tem  es  ibw  a  o  mu  horo  

IV  CL7  stick  3SG  PASTrm  cut  APPL  PASS  FV  IV  CL3  panga  

N  V  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

(49) Omuhoro gukatemesibwa ekiti 

“The stick was cut with a panga.” 

omuhoro  gukatemesibwa  ekiti  

o  mu  horo  gu  ka  tem  es  ibw  a  e  ki  ti  

IV  CL3  panga  3SG  PASTrm  cut  APPL  PASS  FV  IV  CL7  stick  

N  V  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

As far as object marking (OM) is concerned, both instrumental and theme objects, can be 

pronominalised and cliticised to the verb: 
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(50) Rubarenzya akakitemesa omuhoro. 

“Rubarenzya cut it with a panga” 

Rubarenzya  akagutemesa  omuhoro  

Rubarenzya  a  ka  ki  tem  es  a  o  mu  horo  

  3SG  PASTrm  CL7.OM  cut  APPL  FV  IV  CL3  panga  

Np  V  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

(51) Rubarenzya akagutemesa ekiti. 

“Rubarenzya cut the stick with it.” 

Rubarenzya  akagutemesa  ekiti  

Rubarenzya  a  ka  gu  tem  es  a  e  ki  ti  

  3SG  PASTrm  CL3.OM  cut  APPL  FV  IV  CL7  stick  

Np  V  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

4.3 Locative applicative constructions 

RR locative applicatives promote oblique locatives. This is illustrated in (52) below:  

(52) Omushaija akahiigira omu maizi enjubu 

“The man hunted a hippopotamus in the water” 

Omushaija  akahiigira  omu  maizi  

o  mu  shaija  a  ka  hiig  ir  a  omu  ma  izi  

IV  CL1  man  3SG  PAST  hunt  APPL  FV  in  CL6  water  

N  N  PREP  N  

 
enjubu  

e  n  jubu  

IV  CL9  hipopotamus  

N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

(52) above, shows that unlike benefactive and instrumental applied objects, locatives remain 

PPs even when they are applied object. Like instrumental applicatives, they have a free object 

order and can either preceed (52) or follow the direct object (53).   
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(53) Omushaija akahiigira enjubu omu maizi 

“The man hunted the hippopotamus in water” 

Omushaija  akahiigira  enjubu  omu  

o  mu  shaija  a  ka  hiig  ir  a  e  n  jubu  omu  

IV  CL1  man  3SG  PAST  hunt  APPL  FV  IV  CL9  hipopotamus  in  

N  N  N  PREP  

 
maizi  

ma  izi  

CL6  water  

N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

According to Kimenyi, the locative applicative brings the locatedness of the event in focus. In 

(52) as well as (53), the fact that the hunter (omushaija) is not at the bank (of a river or lake), 

but probably standing in water, where the action takes place, is foregrounded. Kimenyi also 

points out that the foregrounding of the locatedness of the event is also possible for locative 

adjuncts, as shown in (54), while in (55) it is the hunting aspect of the event that is in focus.  

(54) Omushaija akahiiga omu maizi enjubu 

“The man hunted a hippopotamus in the water” 

Omushaija  akahiiga  omu  maizi  enjubu  

o  mu  shaija  a  ka  hiig  a  omu  maizi  e  n  jubu  

IV  CL1  man  3SG  PAST  hunt  FV  in  water.CL6  IV  CL9  hipopotamus  

N  V  PREP  N  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

(55) Omushaija akahiiga enjubu omu maizi 

“The man hunted a hippopotamus in the water” 

Omushaija  akahiiga  enjubu  omu  maizi  

o  mu  shaija  a  ka  hiig  a  e  n  jubu    maizi  

IV  CL1  man  3SG  PAST  hunt  FV  IV  CL9  hipopotamus  in  water.CL6  

N  V  N  PREP  N  
 

It is important to note that both the locative OBL and the theme NP have primary object 

properties. Both arguments can be pronominalised and cliticised to the verb. 
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(56) Omushaija akagihiigira omu maizi 

“The man hunted it in water.” 

omushaija  akagihiigira  omu  maizi  

o  mu  shaija  a  ka  gi  hiig  ir  a  omu  ma  izi  

IV  CL1  man  3SG  PASTrm  OBJ  hunt  APPL  FV  IV  CL6  water  

N  V  PREP  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

(57) Omushaija akagahiigiramu enjubu 

“The man hunted the hippopotamus in it (water).” 

omushaija  akagahiigiramu  

o  mu  shaija  a  ka  ga  hiig  ir  a  mu  

IV  CL1  man  3SG  PASTrm  OBJ  hunt  APPL  IND  LOC  

N  V  

 
enjubu  

e  n  jubu  

IV  CL9  hippopotamus  

N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

In (56), the object ‘enjubu’ hippopotamus, is marked on the verb with the OBJ agreement 

marker ‘gi’
22

. Likewise, in (57), ‘ga’
23

 is an OBJ agreement marker for the object ‘amaizi’ 

water. It is also evident in (57), that a RR locative argument is marked on a verb by means of 

the endclitic ‘mu’. 

Interestingly under passivisation, both the locative object and the theme object can be 

promoted to the subject position. Both can appear in sentence initial position and agree with 

the verb. This is illustrated in (58) and (59). 

                                                           
22

‘gi’ is a pronominal agreement marker  for CL 9 (n-n class) in RR noun class system. 

23
‘ga’ is a pronominal agreement marker for CL6 (ri-ma class) in RR noun class system 
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(58) Enjubu ekahiigirwa omu maizi 

“The hippopotamus was hunted from water” 

enjubu  ekahiigirwa  omu  maizi  

e  n  jubu  e  ka  hiig  ir  w  a  omu  ma  izi  

IV  CL9  hipopotamus  3SG  PASTrm  hunt  APPL  PASS  FV  in  CL6  water  

N  V  PREP  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

(59) Omu maizi hakahiigirwamu enjubu. 

“In water, the hippopotamus was hunted.” 

Omu  maizi  hakahiigirwamu  

O  mu  ma  izi  ha  ka  hiig  ir  w  a  mu  

IV  in  CL6  water  CL16  PASTrm  hunt  APPL  PASS  IND  LOC  

PREP  N  V  

 
enjubu  

e  n  jubu  

IV  CL9  hippopotamus  

N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

However, passivisation of RR locative applicative constructions may also take another form 

which is shown in example (60). Now it is not the locative prepositional that is passivised but 

the object of the locative preposition alone.  

(60) Amaizi gakahiigirwamu enjubu. 

“From water, the hippopotamus was hunted.” 

Amaizi  gakahiigirwamu  

a  ma  izi  ga  ka  hiig  ir  w  a  mu  

IV  CL6  water  CL6.AGR  PASTrm  hunt  APPL  PASS  IND  LOC  

N  V  

 
enjubu  

e  n  jubu  

IV  CL9  hipopotamus  

N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

Whereras in (59) the agreement is between a locative preposition ‘omu’ and a locative prefix 

‘ha-’, (60)’s agreement is between a locative noun ‘ amaizi’ water  and  CL6 pronominal 

agreement marker ‘ga’, which is a mere class prefix. However, what makes it more of a 
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locative construction, is the locative endclitic ‘-mu’, on the verb.. Both the locative phrase as 

a whole and its object alone may be passivised when applied. 

4.4  Circumstantial applicatives 

Like in other Bantu languages, RR circumstantial applicative constructions introduce a NP 

related to goal, purpose, motive, reason or cause of the action of the verb. Although some 

Bantu linguists name goal, purpose, motive, reason, and cause as individual applicative 

constructions, I have collectively categorised them as circumstantial applicative
24

 because of 

the similar syntactic and semantic behavior of most of their arguments. (61)  illustrates this 

construction 

(61) Mariya akateerera sente omwana 

“Mariya hit the child for money” 

Mariya  akateerera  sente  omwana  

Mariya  a  ka  teer  er  a    sente  o  mw  ana  

  3SG  PASTrm  beat  APPL  FV  CL9  money  IV  CL1  child  

Np  V  N  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

In (61) above, ‘sente’ money  expresses the reason for the action and ‘omwana’child, is a 

theme. Compared to other applicative constructions like locatives and instrumentals where the 

order of objects is flexible, this is not the case for circumstantial. It is always that arguments 

following the verb directly, which will be interpreted as a cause or reason for the event 

described. However, the applied object can neither be passivised nor pronominalised.  

                                                           
24

The term circumstantial applicative is also associated  and adopted from some  Bantu Linguists like Hyman & 

Mchombo(1992) and Mchombo (2004) 
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4.5 Temporal applicatives  

Also temporal expressions can be applicativized. This is illustrated in (62) below.  

(62) Omukazi ahingiire omusiri eizooba ryona. 

“The woman dug the garden for the whole day.” 

omukazi  ahingiire  omusiri  

o  mu  kazi  a  hing  i  ire  o  mu  siri  

IV  CL1  woman  3SG  dig  APPL  PASThst  IV  CL3  garden  

N  V  N  

 
eizooba  ryona  

e  i  zooba  ry  ona  

IV  CL5  day  CL5  all  

N  ADJ  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

Again, the order of the two arguments in temporal expressions is free: 

(63) Omukazi yaahingira eizooba ryona omusiri. 

“The woman has dug the garden for the whole day” 

Omukazi  yaahingira  eizooba  ryona  

O  mukazi  y  aa  hing  ir  a  e  i  zooba  ry  ona  

IV  woman  3SG  PASTrm  dig  APPL  FV  IV  CL5  day  CL5  all  

N  V  N  ADJ  

 
omusiri  

o  mu  siri  

IV  CL3  garden  

N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

When 'dig' is used intransitively together with a temporal adjunct, the applicativisation of the 

temporal argument is for many many speakers, impossible: 

(64) Omusiri guhingiirwe eizooba ryona. 

“The garden has been dug for the whole day.” 

omusiri  guhingiirwe  eizooba  ryona  

o  mu  siri  gu  hing  i  irw  e  e  i  zooba  ry  ona  

IV  CL3  garden  3SG  dig  APPL  PASS  SBJV  IV  CL5  day  CL5  whole  

N  V  N  ADJ  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
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(65) Omukazi aguhingiire eizooba ryona 

“The woman dug it for the whole day.” 

omukazi  aguhingiire  eizooba  

o  mu  kazi  a  gu  hing  i  ire  e  i  zooba  

IV  CL1  woman  3SG  CL3.AGR  dig  APPL  PASThst  IV  CL5  day  

N  V  N  

 
ryona  

ry  ona  

CL5  whole  

ADJ  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

Just like circumstantial applied objects, temporal applied objects do not gain primary object 

properties. 

4.6  Value related applicative constructions 

The locative preposition aha which we already know from locative applicatives is also used to 

express prices. This is illustrated in (66):  

(66)Yowaana akagurira ekitabo ahari shiringi bitaano. 

“Yowaana bought a book at five hundred shillings” 

Yowaana  akagurira  ekitabo  ahari  shiringi  

Yowaana  a  ka  gur  ir  a  e  ki  tabo  ahari  shiringi  

  CL1.SBJ  IV  buy  APPL  IND  IV  CL7  book  at    

  V  N  PREP  N  

 
bitaano  

bi  taano  

CL8  five  

ORD  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

Before ‘shiringi’ which is a loan word,‘aha’on/at, must be used in its long form (for 

discussion see Beerman and Asiimwe to appear). We note that THEME NP ‘ekitabo’ remains 

the primary object. Yet, it should be noted that although the applied object has none of the 

primary object properties, some speakers allow it to appear adjacent to the verb. Consider (67) 
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 (67)Yowaana akagurira ahari shiringi bitaano ekitabo 

“John bought a book for five hundred shillings.” 

Yowaana  akagurira  ahari  shiringi  bitaano  

Yowaana  a  ka  gur  ir  a  ahari    shiringi  bi  taano  

  CL1.SBJ  IV  buy  APPL  IND  for CL9  shilling  CL8  five  

PN  V  PREP  N  ORD  

 
ekitabo  

e  ki  tabo  

IV  CL7  book  

N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

4.7  Subjective applicative constructions 

The subjective applicatives, a term that I found in Kimenyi (1980), appears in constructions 

with a reflexive pronoun  clitic and can be used with any kind of verb in any kind of tense. 

The form of the reflexive morpheme used in RR is ‘ye’ as illustrated in (68) below: 

(68) Omukazi yaayeriira 

“The woman has eaten”(Lit:The woman has eaten to her satisfaction) 

omukazi  yaayeriira  

o  mu  kazi  y  aa  ye  ri  ir  a  

IV  CL1  woman  3SG  PASTim  REFL  eat  APPL  FV  

N  V  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

I simply would like to note that Kimenyi categorizes this construction as being in the ‘middle 

voice’  As for RR, we noticed that it allows a construction which is also found in 

Kinyarwanda and which is illustrated for RR in (69).  
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(69) Reka omwana ayebyamire yaayerwarira 

“Let the child to sleep, he is sick.” 

Reka  omwana  ayebyamire  

reka  o  mw  ana  a  ye  byam  ir  e  

let  IV  CL1  child  3SG  REFL  sleep  APPL  SBJV  

PART  N  V  

 
yaayerwarira  

y  aa  ye  rwar  ir  a  

3SG  PASTim  REFL  sick  APPL  FV  

V  
Generated in TypeCraft.  

 

Like in Kinyarwanda, also RR may render the applied verb in the subjunctive which is 

probably introduced by the permisiive modality of the sentences introduced by the particle 

‘reka’let.  The subjective use of the applicative, is an interesting construction which needs 

more of our attention. According to Kimenyi (1980), this class of applicative construction is 

also common in other languages. He mentions Kilega (Kinyalolo 1995).  

4.8  Inclusive applicative constructions 

 The inclusive applicative construction is illustrated in (70), its function is to express the 

meaning ‘put on’ or ‘add on’   

(70) Baizire boona otaireho abaami 

“They all came including the chiefs.” 

Baizire  boona  otaireho  

ba  a  iz  ire  bo  ona  o  ta  ir  e  ho  

CL2  PASTrm  come  PFV  CL2  all  you  put  APPL  MOD  LOC  

V  QUANT  V  

 
abaami  

a  ba  ami  

IV  CL2  chief  

N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

In (70), the applied object is the argument ‘abaami’ chiefs. The subject of the applied verb is 

always o ‘you’, independent of the real discourse referent. Notice also that the verb is in the 

subjunctive by virtue of the final vowel which sets the modality, and finally that the FV is 
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followed by the endclitics ‘ho’, ‘yo’or ‘mu’, which fixes the location of the event.  In figure 

10 below, I give a simple template representing the formations of this class of RR applicative. 

Figure 10 RR Inclusive applicative construction template  

[ [Verb stem‘put/add’] + [APPL AFFIX] + [MOD] + [LOC]] ⇒ Inclusive applicative  

 

At the moment, the literature about this applicative is still scanty although it is a common 

construction. 

4.9 ‘About’ or referential applicative constructions 

Since Taylor (1985 ), mentions an applicative related to verbs of communication such as 

‘tell’, we will include, what I call here ‘About Applicatives’   It is exemplified in (71) and 

(72): 

(71) Abantu baagambira omukaikuru aha mutabani 

“People have told the old woman about her son.” 

Abantu  baagambira  omukaikuru  aha  

a  ba  ntu  ba  a  gamb  ir  a  o  mu  kaikuru  aha  

IV  CL2  person  CL2  PASTim  tell  APPL  FV  IV  CL1  old-woman   about  

N  V  N  PREP  

 
mutabani  

mu  tabani  

CL1  son  

N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

(72) Rwakafuuzi akagambira Rwabyoma ahari Kampala 

“Rwakafuuzi told Rwabyoma about Kampala.” 

Rwakafuuzi  akagambira  Rwabyoma  ahari  Kampala  

Rwakafuuzi  a  ka  gamb  ir  a  Rwabyoma  ahari  kampala  

  3SG  PASTrm  tell  APPL  FV    about  Kampala  

Np  V  Np  PREP  Np  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
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The only difference between (72) and ( 73 ) is that the locative preposition ‘aha’ needs to be 

used in its long form ‘ahari’ before proper names such as Kampala. The argument of the 

preposition is not restricted to noun phrases but can also be  a verbal expression. 

(73) Bindeeba akagambira Byabazaire aha kubura kw'ebishumuruzo 

“Bindeeba told Byabazaire about the loss of keys.” 

Bindeeba  akagambira  Byabazaire  aha  

Bindeeba  a  ka  gamb  ir  a  Byabazaire  aha  

  3SG  PASTrm  tell  APPL  FV    about  

Np  V  Np  PREP  

 
kubura  kw'  ebishumuruzo  

ku  bur  a  kw'    e  bi  shumuruzo  

INF  disappear  FV  INF  of  IV  CL8  keys  

V  PREP  N  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

In this chapter, I described and illustrated different classes of applicatives. Starting from the 

most frequent applicatives: the Benefactive applicatives, I have discussed the Instrumental, 

and the Circumstantial applicatives. For each of these applicatives we have accessed the 

object properties of the applied object. All the applicatives discussed in this section, are 

attested in my data and may be found also in other Bantu languages. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Short summary 

In this thesis, I have documented RR applicative constructions. My work is based on a 

Typecraft corpus which consists of 5021 annotated words corresponding to 1036 annotated 

phrases. My annotated data is the result of my field work which I conducted in July 2011. 

In the first part of the thesis, I discuss my RR corpus.  In addition my corpus features 200 

annotated phrases from the following Bantu languages: Chichewa, Kinyarwanda, 

Kindendeule and Kiswahili.  My corpus can be accessed by pointing a browser to   

http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/User:Misah_Natumanya  

In my thesis, I study the morpho-phonological processes of applicativisation and identify the 

list of allomorphs that realize the applicative morpheme /ir/. Table 23  below summarizes my 

findings. 

Table 23 Summary of RR Applicative allormorphs with their phonological processes 

Allomorphs Phonological processes 

  [ir] [er]     Vowel harmony 

  [ i ]  [ e ] Vowel harmony, Elision, Epenthesis, Assimilation 

  [ yez] [ yes] [ yer]  Palatalisation,Vowel harmony,Voicing, Devoicing  

  [ ri] [ re]    Metathesis, Vowel harmony  

  [ is] [ es]  [ iz] [ ez]   Vowel harmony, Voicing & devoicing 

  [ z ]  Deletion, Mutation & voicing   

 

I have identified several classes of applicative constructions and discussed the object 

properties of the applied object. Table 24  lists the constructions and the verbs that enter into 

those constructions. 

http://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/User:Misah_Natumanya
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Table 24 Applicative  classes exemplified with some Verbs 

Applicative Class Verbs 

Benefactive applicative -reetera,’bring for’  gurira ’buy for’  

Instrumental applicative -nogooza‘mould with,’ –riisa‘eat with’, -teekyesa‘cook with’ 

Locative applicative -teekyera’cook from’, -ogyeza‘wash from’,-rindira‘wait from’ 

Circumstantial applicatives -terera, ’bit for’,  riira ’eat for’  -hiigira ’hunt for’ 

Temporal applicative -gyendera ‘walk for’, -hingira ‘dig for’ 

Value related -mpeera ahari ‘give at’,-shahurira ‘pay at’, -gurira ahari‘buy at’ 

Subjective  -yebyamira ‘he has slept’  riiriire ‘he has eaten’ 

Inclusion -twariraho ‘include or add on’, -reeteraho ‘bring on’  

Referential  -gambira aha/ahari ‘talk about’ 

 

5.2 Further Research 

In my data, I have also come across double applicative constructions which seem to be an 

interesting area for future research. In (74) we find a benefactive and a locative applied object, 

and it seems as if most speakers prefer the locative argument to precede  the benefactive one:  

(74) Mwenda akateererera Bubangizi akaruuru Kahinda 

“Mwenda casted a vote for Kahinda from Bubangizi.” 

Mwenda  akateererera  Bubangizi  akaruuru  

Mwenda  a  ka  teer  er  er  a  Bubangizi  a  ka  ruuru  

  3SG  PASTrm  cast  APPL  APPL  FV    IV  CL12  vote  

Np  V  Np  N  

 
Kahinda  

kahinda  

  

Np  

Generated in TypeCraft.  
 

If the thematic hierarchy would also determine the order of arguments, and Hyman & Duranti 

(1982)’s thematic hierarchy  is correct, it would come as a surprise that the locative precedes 

the benefactive. 
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APPENDIX I:  Sample Text 1 from Orumuri 
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APPENDIX I:  Sample Text 2 from Orumuri 
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APPENDIX I:  Sample Text 3 from Orumuri 
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APPENDIX I:  Sample Text 4 from Orumuri 
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APPENDIX I:  Sample Text 5 from Orumuri 
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APPENDIX II:  Sample Text 1 from Entatsi 
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APPENDIX II:  Sample Text 2 from Entatsi 
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APPENDIX III:  Sample Text 1  
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APPENDIX III:  Sample Text 2  
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APPENDIX III:  Sample Text 3 
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APPENDIX III:  Sample Text 4  
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APPENDIX III:  Sample Text 5  

 


